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ABSTRACT
Robert White

Forward to the Past:

Preaching as a tool to re-establish congregational identity
First Presbyterian Church has experienced significant change in
the last ten years. Prior to my arrival in late 2017, these changes
included the resignation of their pastor of 25 years, the death of
their interim pastor, a significant decline in membership due to
changes in the denomination, and the general loss of members due
to newer churches opening in the area.
After my arrival, the church experienced significant growth and
new leaders stepped up. The church’s identity began to shift and a
long-range vision team was established. However, a global
pandemic changed the momentum again as well as the direction of
the church. Worship services moved from in-person to virtual to
hybrid and back again to in-person.
As their pastor, I recognize their loss of identity among so much
change, and I am called to help them to discover who they are as
God’s church through preaching sermons that inspire hope,
explore their purpose, and connect them to one another and the
community. In the process, I have re-discovered my own
preaching identity as a prophetic preacher during changing times.
Their feedback over the last five years has revealed that finding
identity among continuous change is hard, that words matter, and
that preaching is extremely important in helping a church
recognize their direction. My honesty and openness as a preacher
also helped establish a deeper connection, and it was necessary
that I also adjusted my expectations of them and of myself.
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INTRODUCTION
The church of the 21st century has changed drastically since its mid-20th century heyday.
While it seemed as though everyone I knew growing up belonged to a church, this is no longer the
case. According to a recent Gallup poll, church membership has fallen below 50% for the first time
since they began conducting the poll over eight decades ago.1 The church of my childhood (formerly
known as the Presbyterian Church of the United States, or PCUS) split into three factions due to
denominational differences, and two of these factions, the Presbyterian Church in America (PCA)
and the Evangelical Presbyterian Church (EPC) cleaved from my denomination of choice, the
Presbyterian Church (USA). While the PCUSA emerged stronger and more unified, it, like other
mainline Protestant denominations in the United States, has nevertheless experienced significant
membership declines over the last four decades.2
Although membership in specific Christian churches has declined significantly, the number of
people who believe in God and who see God as a necessary part of morality and identity has not
fallen nearly as much.3 Prayer also remains a large part of people’s lives. 4 If there is so much interest
in God, but so little interest in the church, there must be something about the identity of the church
that must change.
In recent years, many of those who are no longer affiliated with the church (known as
“nones”) have increasingly associated Christianity with conservatism. This has especially been true
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among people under 30. As Notre Dame’s political science chair David Campbell states, “Many
Americans – especially young people – see religion as bound up with political conservatism, and the
Republican party specifically.”5 Others have cited the judgment of people in the church or the
church’s stance against social issues as reasons for their disassociation with the church, while some
young people feel disconnected with and distanced from the church itself.6 It is important for
individual churches to take a deep look in the mirror and ask what’s next and to reconsider what the
identity of the church should be.
As the universal church deals with shifting identities, individual churches are left wondering
who they are and where they should go. First Presbyterian Church of Hernando, Mississippi is no
different.
First Presbyterian Hernando is a church that has experienced significant change over the last
decade. Prior to my arrival in 2017, the church lost several long-time members, went through
significant staff changes, lost their pastor of 25 years, and had an interim pastor die while serving the
church. After my arrival, the church grew significantly, changed its ordination standards to include
LGBTQIA+ individuals, and began a long-range plan.
However, the COVID-19 pandemic forced the church to shift who it was once again as
growth stopped and the long-range plan was paused. Since returning to in-person activity, the church
is trying to regain who it was while also attempting to develop a new identity.
This thesis evaluates whether I, as a preacher, can help this church understand their identity
through preaching sermons that celebrate change, encourage hope, and reestablish purpose. During
the first year of the thesis program, I preached sermons that sought to acknowledge and celebrate
“'Allergic Reaction to Us Religious Right' Fueling Decline of Religion, Experts Say,” The Guardian (Guardian News
and Media, April 5, 2021), last modified April 5, 2021, accessed December 13, 2021,
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/apr/05/americans-religion-rightwing-politics-decline.
6
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modified August 11, 2021, accessed December 13, 2021, https://lifewayresearch.com/2019/01/15/most-teenagers-dropout-of-church-as-young-adults/.
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change as part of God’s plan. The second year, I focused on helping our church seek creative ways to
be the church outside of the normal worshipping context while also maintaining hope for the future.
In the final year of the program, I used our church’s purpose statement as a means of preaching
sermons that brought attention to the congregation’s mission as a church. Along the way, I’ve looked
back to Old Testament and New Testament examples, raised awareness of church history, and studied
our Creeds and Confession as places where God’s people have been reminded by God of their
identity.
The 21st century church is not the same as the 20th century church, and the church shaped by
the COVID-19 pandemic is not the same as a pre-pandemic church. Individual churches continue
struggling to rebuild attendance from the pandemic7 and, as churches seek to determine who they are
called to be, I believe preaching can be used to help discover who God is calling them to be. My hope
is that by using preaching as the means to encourage First Presbyterian Church Hernando to discover
its identity, that other preachers will be encouraged to do the same in their own churches.
MINISTRY CONTEXT AND BACKGROUND
The small city of Hernando is the county seat of DeSoto County, Mississippi. Both city and
county have seen significant growth over the last 20 years. Since 2000, DeSoto County’s population
has increased by 73%, while Hernando’s population has ballooned by nearly 152%.8 This growth can
be attributed to those who work, but don’t want to live, in Memphis, Tennessee, a large metropolitan
city located just across the county and state lines.
Hernando is 83% White and is primarily Republican.9 During local elections, there are only
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8 US Census Bureau, “Search Results,” The United States Census Bureau, last modified April 4, 2019, accessed
November 30, 2021, https://www.census.gov/searchresults.html?searchType=web&amp;cssp=SERP&amp;q=DeSoto+County%2C+Mississippi.
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Republican primaries and, if a Democrat runs, he or she typically runs as an Independent. There are
several cemeteries with Confederate flags placed on the graves because a number of people in the
community take pride in their Confederate ancestors. In January 2021, Mississippi finally removed
the Confederate battle flag canton from its state flag, a decision that was not popular among some
long-time citizens of Hernando.
Hernando does not have much commerce. There are fewer than twenty restaurants—most are
locally own. Local produce can be found at a weekly farmer’s marker, and there is one major grocery
store and a Wal-Mart. There are some small boutique shops and a few antique stores. However, many
commercial opportunities have passed Hernando by because of local laws created during the Jim
Crow era that were written to prohibit growth and, in a sense, diversity. While these laws were
presented to the community as a way to convey a “small-town” feel, the truth is that these laws were
essentially “white flight” legislation passed in response to fears of “criminal elements” coming down
from Memphis and the attendant racial bigotry co-existing with this fear. This white flight mentality
resulted in housing prices continuing to climb higher than those of neighboring communities and
homeowners’ association rules and fees providing an additional way to curb diversity.
Hernando is also a very Christian community, with nearly fifty churches located in the city
limits. Of those churches, 90% are Baptist, non-denominational, or belong to a primarily evangelical
background. There are no non-Christian places of worship. Two churches are mainline Protestant:
Hernando United Methodist Church (UMC) and First Presbyterian Church (FPC). Hernando UMC
chose to follow the more conservative route of that denomination by denying full inclusivity of
LGBTQIA+ individuals into their membership. First Presbyterian Church, on the other hand, chose to
be fully inclusive, although this decision took time, did not come lightly, and has not been popular
among the larger population of Hernando. In fact, the evolution of FPC into a fully inclusive church,
combined with my personal connections to Hernando, are what drew me to move my family here in
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2017.
One of Hernando’s many cemeteries is Wheeler Cemetery. It used to sit down a dirt road that
connected two other main roads with very few houses nearby. However, like most growing towns,
Hernando discovered that empty land means development opportunity. Today, once lonely Wheeler
cemetery is now surrounded by large, 3500 square foot houses, and has children regularly climbing
its fences. Wheeler Cemetery is the final resting spot for my grandparents, their parents, and their
parents before them. In truth, my family has been part of the life of Hernando, often in the
background, since before the Civil War.
My mother grew up in Hernando and met an outsider, a man who lived a few hours away but
who had several relatives in the community. He was a teacher in town, and she was studying to
become one. My parents quickly wed, had two children who they raised in Hernando, and got
teaching jobs in Arkansas. However, they continued to live in Hernando for several years and would
drive through three states to get to work every day, and would take my sister and me to schools in
Arkansas. When I was in 1st grade, my parents decided to leave Hernando and move closer to our
schools and the schools where they worked. This move turned out to be my parents’ biggest regret.
As far back as I can remember, Hernando was considered by our family to be the ultimate
utopia. Artwork of Hernando landmarks adorned our walls. All family gatherings, for both sides of
the family, were held in Hernando. After each gathering, my parents would lament that they didn’t
live there. This created for me a distinct mythology of Hernando.
In 2009, while living in Florida, I applied to seminary in Memphis and spoke to the pastor of
First Presbyterian Church Hernando about working there. Although I ultimately did not attend that
seminary, I began following FPC on social media and through those I knew in the church.
In 2010, the Presbyterian Church (USA) voted to allow the inclusion of LGBTQIA+ in
leadership roles if individual churches so chose. The 2009 amended passage in the Presbyterian Book
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of Order formerly read:
Those who are called to office in the church are to lead a life in obedience to Scripture and in
conformity to the historic confessional standards of the church. Among these standards is the
requirement to live either in fidelity within the covenant of marriage between a man and a
woman (W‐4.9001), or chastity in singleness. Persons refusing to repent of any self‐
acknowledged practice which the confessions call sin shall not be ordained and/or installed
as deacons, elders, or ministers of the Word and Sacrament.
The amended passage now reads:
Standards for ordained service reflect the church’s desire to submit joyfully to the Lordship of
Jesus Christ in all aspects of life (G‐1.0000). The governing body responsible for ordination
and/or installation (G.14.0240; G‐ 14.0450) shall examine each candidate’s calling, gifts,
preparation, and suitability for the responsibilities of office. The examination shall include,
but not be limited to, a determination of the candidate’s ability and commitment to fulfill all
requirements as expressed in the constitutional questions for ordination and installation (W‐
4.4003). Governing bodies shall be guided by Scripture and the confessions in applying
standards to individual candidates.10
This amendment impacted every Presbyterian Church (USA) church because each church could elect
any member of the church, regardless of sexual identity, to serve in office. This also affected
Hernando, and especially its overwhelmingly conservative population, because First Presbyterian
Church already had LGBTQIA+ individuals attending the church. To appease conservative members
of the congregation, the session of FPC chose to write a letter stating they would abide only by the
ordination standards outlined in the previous Book of Order, which prohibited ordination of
LBGTQIA+ individuals as elders.
In 2014, the Presbyterian church was again compelled to decide regarding the definition of
marriage after amendment 14f was adopted by the PCUSA. The language was changed in the Book
of Order to define Christian marriage in the denomination’s Directory for Worship as involving “two
people, traditionally a man and a woman” – a departure from the former language of Christian
marriage being between “a man and a woman.” It also included language that stated “Nothing herein

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), “A Churchwide Letter Concerning Amendment 10,” A (Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.),
May 10, 2011), last modified May 10, 2011, accessed November 30, 2021,
https://www.pcusa.org/news/2011/5/10/churchwide-letter-concerning-amendment-10-/.
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shall compel a teaching elder to perform nor compel a session to authorize the use of church property
for a marriage service that the teaching elder or the session believes is contrary to the teaching elder’s
or the session’s discernment of the Holy Spirit and their understanding of the Word of God.” 11 Faced
with this change, the session of FPC again chose to appease those more conservative members and
wrote a letter stating that all marriages on the FPC campus would be between a man and a woman
and, in addition, the pastor would not be allowed to perform a same-sex marriage anywhere else.
FPC’s pastor once again signed this letter.
After this letter and decision, the church’s now-former pastor took a sabbatical, after which he
decided to search for other employment. In eight years, FPC had lost nearly a quarter of its
membership because of denominational differences, and it was time for new leadership. When FPC’s
pastor was extended a call to another church, he called me to ask me if I would consider taking up the
pastoral mantle. He did not, however, mention the previously referenced letters. Had he done so, I
would not have applied for the position.
In my mind, First Presbyterian Hernando had always been inclusive and open. This idea, plus
the myth I had created about the community, pushed me to apply. Once I was extended the call and
was made aware of the letters, I encouraged the session to void them. After some deliberation and
prayer, the session followed my recommendation. This represented a major step in FPC becoming a
more inclusive church and in changing the church’s identity.
Losing a pastor and members is hard enough on a congregation. Losing staff members and the
death of an interim pastor was even harder. When I arrived, we hired new staff persons and the
church experienced significant growth between 2017-2019, including adding 75 new members and
doubling the worship attendance.

Leslie Scanlon et al., “PC(USA) Marriage Amendment Passes,” The Presbyterian Outlook, last modified March 18,
2015, accessed November 30, 2021, https://pres-outlook.org/2015/03/pcusa-marriage-amendment-passes/.
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However, with growth came more change which, in turn, led to increased fear in some
members. They felt their voices weren’t being heard or were being drowned out by new voices. In
response, FPC developed a vision team consisting of long-time and newer members to help create
and solidify a unified identity for the church. At the same time, I was accepted into the thesis program
with the hope that I could use preaching as a way of encouraging the FPC membership to discover
their identity and to accept change as part of God’s plan.
In March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic forced FPC to shut our doors. First Presbyterian did
not have appropriate audio/visual equipment to provide quality worship services. However, for the
first Sunday, I used my cell phone, an old iPad, and a laptop with very weak Wi-Fi to send a
livestreamed worship service to a community now divided by distance. As time continued, I learned
to piece together worship services using the gifts of congregants. My hope was that this would help
the church feel more united.
Due to Hernando’s conservative nature, several people believed that COVID-19 was a hoax,
and some churches either never stopped in-person worship or re-opened much sooner than us. This
led to pressure from some of our members to also re-open quickly. In July 2021, FPC’s session voted
to have hybrid worship with masks required and socially-distanced spaces marked for those attending
in-person. By this time, I had entered the second year of the thesis program, and I focused on
connecting those in-person and those who remained in-home.
However, other churches in the area soon stopped requiring masks altogether, and the
community refused to enforce mask usage. It became a political statement to not wear a mask and, as
pressure mounted, many people quit the church. Since FPC has returned to a more “regular”
schedule, there are a lot fewer people in worship and in activities, and we have had to change the way
that things were once done in order to continue keeping everyone safe.
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It is my belief that from the changes that happened before my arrival and the ones that have
happened since, our church is confused about its identity. During the search for a new pastor, FPC
chose a new purpose statement which says “Guided by the Holy Spirit, we strive to be a beacon of
hope for all creation, witnessing to the reconciling love of God and the transforming grace of Jesus
the Christ.” It is a statement that is read at the end of worship every week, but, according to a churchwide survey, very few people understood its meaning. In response, I chose to focus sermons and
studies on what the purpose statement means to them. In doing so, I reminded them of the words they
wrote six years ago, reminded them how they got to that point, related how the promise proclaimed in
the statement had led them to this point, and celebrated that God has been with them the entire time.
First Presbyterian Church is a church that has experienced great change and loss, and it needs
to be reminded what is its identity as a church of Jesus Christ. I believe preaching can help this
church understand their identity through preaching sermons that celebrate change, encourage hope,
and reestablish purpose.
LITERATURE REVIEW
For me to understand what it means to preach to a congregation that needs to reestablish its
identity, I needed to look at a few different perspectives. First, where in Scripture is there a shift in
identity for God’s people and who is involved in this shift? Second, what do experts in the field of
congregational development say about change and the understanding of identity? Last, what do those
experts in the field of homiletics have to say about change and changing identity?
In Genesis 12:1-4, God calls Abram, an established person with an established identity, to go
and leave the place he has always known. God’s presence is promised as long as Abram follows.
Abram’s family grows, and his legacy and faith continues to be celebrated today. Although he tripped
along the way, Abram/Abraham’s maintained his journey of faith as he kept his eyes on the future as
mentioned in Hebrews 11:10, “For he looked forward to the city that has foundations, whose architect
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and builder is God.” This lesson is important when establishing a culture of identity—appreciating
where one has been without expecting the future to be just the same.
After leaving Egypt, the Israelites who had been enslaved embarked on a wilderness journey
with only the promise of God to look after God’s people. From the moment God encounters Moses at
the burning bush in Exodus 3, to God leading the people to the edge of the Red Sea and reminding
them to keep moving forward because they would be protected in Exodus 14, to God’s promise of
providing for God’s people in Exodus 16-17, to God’s continual redeeming love even after the
Israelites turn their back on God in Exodus 33, the people kept moving forward and were promised to
be loved by God even after they slipped up. Their identity, which had formerly been under the
watchful eye of an Egyptian tyrant, was now defined as a people led by God alone.
Another moment about which I am reminded of shifting identity is found in Jeremiah’s vision
of the potter’s wheel in Jeremiah 18. As the potter finishes completion of one project, he remolds the
pot and starts again. Our congregation focused on this as a way of remembering that God is never
finished with us. Although there was a time in which completion felt like it was near or even though
“the good old days” seemed more complete than present situations, God is always working on us.
This is especially true in the call of the disciples in Mark 1:16-20. After Jesus calls fishermen to
follow Him, they drop their nets and interrupt their trains of thought to follow Jesus. They drop the
tools they had always known and go in a new direction. Their identity shifted the moment they
decided to follow Jesus and let go of the things that once defined them.
The following authors and theologians provided help and in-depth perspective in regard to
leading through change, congregational development, and strategic planning.
Because of the changes that have happened at FPC Hernando, a difficult question of who we
are and where we are going has repeatedly arisen. In his book Strategic Leadership for Change,
Kenneth McFayden argues that congregations who go through significant change have difficulty
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asking the question "who are we now?" Because of the change to most churches, he says that the
church recognizes that it has lost a few things: the central place that it once held in the lives of its
members in the community, along with its traditions, power, influence, and members themselves.
First Presbyterian Church Hernando is similar in this regard because it once sat in the middle of town,
was the church that counted the mayor and several councilpersons among its members and hosted the
community’s the largest Vacation Bible School and day school. McFayden claims that congregations
wonder why people don't see the church the way it used to be. This causes grief and often results in
churches asking what went wrong before they acknowledge that there are still more changes yet to
come.12

As a result of changes that happened prior to my arrival at FPC, our church lost many of its
leaders who either chose to go to other churches, accepted new calls, or retired. Given the changes
and difficulties brought about by COVID-19, the church's leadership again had to adapt. Some
resigned because of the pressure of these sometimes difficult adaptations. However, McFayden’s
work reminded me of the importance of training leaders to help our church develop its identity. He
explores the idea that preparing churches to walk through change and create a vision moving forward
falls on the shoulders of church leadership.
McFayden prompted me to love what I love about this church and encourage FPC’s leaders to
do the same. He looks at the questions asked to elders, deacons, and pastors at ordination, specifically
“Will you seek to serve the people with energy, intelligence, imagination, and love?” Here, the
church leadership is urged to remember that, of these four attributes, the foremost of these should
always be serving with love. As stated in 1 Corinthians 13, leaders are exhorted to always keep in
mind why they love their church. However, often leaders get so busy leading that they forget to love
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the church, as I have found to be true from the reasons given by some elders when they resigned. As
the leader of our leaders, it is important for me to remind them continually to love before they serve.
The imagination that comes in promises made by leaders expands their ability to visualize the
future for the rest of the church. Without imagination, there is no creativity and vision for the future.
Imagination prepares a church for hope. Intelligence increases a leader's ability to respond to change
and to welcome both the grief and excitement that comes from these changes. Energy is also needed
with the behind-the-scenes “grunt work” that comes from creating and implementing an impactful
vision in a church. However, none of these are possible without invested individuals' love in a
church.13
In his book Managing Congregations in a Virtual Age, John Wimberly focuses on the
importance of leadership of churches, and he states that there are two different types of persons in
leadership: leaders and managers. Leaders cast the vision and managers rise out of the realities in the
congregation’s life. In respect to the congregation’s management, Wimberly argues that it is right to
find the gifts of people and put them in the right place. Finding the “right fit” is difficult, but possible.
With the right people using their gifts in the right places, congregations have an easier time
establishing, leading, and managing their identity. 14
In like manner, Graham Standish, in his book Becoming a Blessed Church, argues that a
church cannot find its identity without following the lead of the Holy Spirit—most notably when
members utilize their spiritual gifts. As people gain insight into what it is they can do, a church can
gain insight to who it is God is calling the church to be. When a church lays down a foundation of
faith, it creates a climate of willingness to look ahead which then allows it to build a sense of
purpose. In this mindset, identity cannot be found without faith and purpose. 15
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In her book Reweaving the Sacred, Carol J. Gallagher speaks about finding identity within
congregations through hearing stories, appreciating the story, and acknowledging that the story is
always changing. Gallagher’s work helped me in my studies by pointing out that sometimes identity
begins with grief. Grief can come about because of many different reasons, but grief for churches
most often comes about because of the loss of what once was. Although leadership might have the
best intentions for a church in mind, anger may replace sadness in the grieving process because
congregants are hurt that a church may be moving on from something they once held dear. However,
part of grieving is also the recognition of healing. Grief, pain, and loss lead to recovery which in turn
leads to deeper faith and a deeper sense of where God is calling a people. As one who has served a
congregation that has endured significant change over the last ten years, the realization of the grief
that these people were and are going through was both encouraging to and necessary for me.
Gallagher states that the best way to walk into a new adventure with people is to appreciate
their stories and allow them to tell their stories to one another. This includes both newcomers and
long-timers. As people begin to respect one another’s story, they can walk into new challenges and
learn to grow together. Through these stories, newcomers can understand how the church got to
where it was and long-timers discover why others have come. This creates an invested interest for all
and forms a unified direction for where they go from here. These shared stories also blur the lines of
“outsider” and “insiders” and, in so doing, builds a community of people with a shared vision.
Gallagher also points out how important it is for people to understand what others see both in
the church’s physical spaces and the perception these spaces offer to those outside of the church.
Finding an identity is only possible when the church understands what others see. Looking at both
physical space as well as taking inventory of what the larger community thinks of a church can allow
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a congregation and its leaders to know if a church is what it thinks it is. If physical space is not
accommodating for all people of all abilities or if the communal understanding of a church is not
welcoming, then a church needs to know this.
Lastly, regarding identity, Gallagher brings attention to the importance of names. Although a
church name remains the same, changing how the church is talked about or how it is advertised can
change the perspective of who the church is and how the congregation identifies themselves. A
church can be reidentified by highlighting parts of a purpose statement and putting those in bold
letters. By focusing on specific words in a church's name, a church can be reidentified. Gallagher
points to Jesus calling Simon Peter as an example of what a new name can mean to an identity. FPC
Hernando followed this advice and focused on the word “first” in our advertisements. We were the
only church in Hernando with the word “First” as part of its name, and we deployed the tag line
“Think First” across all our promotional materials. We wanted the people of Hernando to think about
our church when they saw bumper stickers and t-shirts, draw attention to the importance of Christian
education at our church and encourage them to think first before acting. We also spent more time
focusing on parts of our purpose statement to help us walk through the difficulties related to COVID,
namely relying on the phrases "Guided by the Holy Spirit" and "beacon of hope" as taglines to help
shape our identity.
Thom Rainier reflects on this in The Post Quarantine Church by claiming that, after COVID19, the church would never be the same. One particular thing he pointed out was that the postquarantine church will rely and depend on God with greater determination. Because of this, the
church will become something different. It might not be the same, he argues, but it will demonstrate
resilience and strength and perhaps lead to a new revolution in the church’s spiritual awakening.
Rainier says his hopes for the individuality and identity of churches will result in them becoming
more prayer-filled, more outward-thinking, and more faithful as they move forward. He says for
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churches to now create a long-term vision, they must be able to produce a short-term vision as well.
This, he observes, comes with communicating numerous times the vision and hope that churches
have. Rainier also mentions that, during this time, congregants will rely more on scripture than
before. He says we must be willing to accept loss to move forward. Many members will not like that
the church is not what it once was, and leaders must both look forward and move forward rather than
merely trying to hold on to membership and traditions.16
In contrast, Wimberly states that in the midst of moving forward, there will be things that the
church and its leadership must continue to do. Pastors/clergy will still visit people in hospitals, design
worship services, manage mission programs, feed the hungry, heal the sick, and comfort those in
need. Clergy will still raise money and help families through life cycle moments. In other words,
clergy will not stop doing the things we’ve done for thousands of years. In the midst of change, we
don’t need to stop doing the core functions of ministry-we just need to be flexible in how we do them
and do them intentionally.17
As a leader, as a preacher, and as the person called to be the one who helps our church find its
identity, I believe preaching is the primary way to share in that “change journey.” In proclaiming
God's word, I am sharing communal stories, inspiring new ministries, and exploring God's truth for
today. Preaching both embodies as well as provides the catalyst that people need to embrace change
and begin to discover the church’s new identity. Preaching is more than just speaking; preaching is
embodying, sharing, and celebrating together.
I am reminded by Tod Bolsinger, in his book Canoeing the Mountains, that for one specific
church to find its identity, the church as a whole has to find it. Although the church was once the
center of society, it is no longer. Bolsinger terms this the end of Christendom and observes that the
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church needs to rediscover who it is as it enters into unchartered territory.
I have relied on Bolsinger’s metaphor of the exploration of Meriwether Lewis and William
Clark in my own teaching and preaching. Whereas these two explorers thought that finding the
Missouri River would give them a direct access from the East Coast to the Pacific Ocean, they instead
encountered the Rocky Mountains. Faced with this seemingly insurmountable obstacle, Lewis and
Clark asked themselves if they should turn back and give up, thus doing things the way it had always
been done. However, they, like the church, discovered instead that it was time to adapt. I have used
this example for my session in preparing for the changes brought about by COVID-19. I have also
preached this metaphor to a growing congregation, one who moved to virtual services for several
months, and one that has since found itself with fewer members than before my arrival. The lesson of
this metaphor is a lesson I too needed as one who had expectations of what my service to this church
would look like, only to realize that these expectations had to change and adapt.
One chapter in Rainier’s book that truly drew me in focused on how the shared purpose of the
church is what will win at the end of the day. As the pastor of FPC Hernando, I had to continually
remind the congregation and myself what was our shared purpose. Because FPC recites our purpose
statement in worship each week, I needed to read and fully incorporate Rainier’s thoughts. Rainier
says that no matter if a leader hears grumblings or criticisms, they must always point to the church's
convictions and sense. If the church's purpose and mission are clear, then there is a direction for the
church to go. Purpose does not mean that a church does not change to survive. Purpose and mission
can remain the same, but a church's ways of fulfilling those missions and purposes can change.
Rainier states that the first step in leading adaptive change is to stick to the mission and purpose,
while the second is to be calm. This again demonstrates the embodiment that I believe preaching can
bring. As the person who had to preach to a camera in front of an empty sanctuary, I had to embody
the calmness and certainty that God would lead us through.
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In spite of the many positive aspects of Rainier’s work, I did disagree with him on the matter
of his disregard for preaching as being as important as I believe it is. Rainier claims that good
preaching is not as important as it once was and that leaders should model learning and exploration
for those who follow. He declares that although preaching offers spiritual direction and counseling,
pastors need to lead the church and set the example for learning how to learn. I argue instead that the
church experiences a preacher's learning if the preacher is authentic and honest with the congregation.
Preaching is more than just speaking; preaching embodies, shares, and celebrates together. In a day
and age in which TED Talks and podcasts are extremely popular, I believe the spoken word can have
power, especially when adapting a congregation to changes that lie ahead of it.
The most important idea that has come from my reading about congregational identity is that
identity is forever changing. As Brené Brown writes in her book Rising Strong, “Our
identities are always changing and growing, they're not meant to be pinned down.”18
Homiletics
As I walked through the process of helping a congregation go through change to find their
identity, I had to redevelop my personal preaching tool bag. More specifically, I needed to discover a
methodology that would help me speak to my congregation in an engaging and interesting way while
also being truthful about the situations at hand.
One of the methodologies I discovered was from the book The Four Pages of the Sermon
developed by Paul Scott Wilson. Wilson’s willingness to delve into troublesome topics and to name
difficulties both in the text and in the world gave me permission to also delve into complex topics.
Whereas I often jumped directly into telling the good news in my sermons, Wilson instead
encourages the preacher to spend time paying attention to the trouble as well. This trouble, however,
is met with grace both in the world and in the text. God's action is highlighted, but not before
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acknowledging the present trouble.
As I stated previously, FPC Hernando experienced great trouble due to the loss of members
and staff, as well as a shifting identity, prior to my arrival. Moreover, the impact COVID-19 has
brought to both the world and the church is also an undeniable trouble. There are times when the
good news has been hard to find in the world. However, we are given hope by seeing the times of
difficulty in Scripture countered by the good works of God.
Wilson’s method of finding trouble in the text, trouble in the world, grace/God's action in the
Bible, and God's grace and God's activity in the world, has provided me a toolbox through which I
can provide hope by pointing to the hope that God has and will continue to bestow. Focusing on both
the trouble and the grace generates movement and gives sermons an ability to craft a scene in the
listener’s mind.19 Wilson explains this sermon format as something akin to filmography. Much like a
filmmaker setting up scenes for moviegoers to experience as much of the plot as possible, the
preacher constructs a scene and invites the congregation into the shot. Wilson encourages the
preacher to streamline their sermon by focusing on one text, theme, doctrine, need, image, and
mission. Focusing on each of these provides the preacher a means of staying on task, on topic, and
avoiding unnecessary tangents. 20 This also allows the film-making idea not to get too complicated. If
too much is going on, a listener might find themselves focusing on the wrong direction and, in a
sense, encountering "muddy water." 21 Wilson invites the preacher to create the event of the sermon
rather than simply reporting it, therefore triggering the senses and allowing the community to hear
and see the world of the text. By utilizing this method, I've invited my congregation to spend time
focusing on the world of the text—both the trouble and the grace—and have encouraged them to seek
hope in the reality in which we now live.
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Wilson’s approach to preaching reminded me of my preaching professor at Columbia
Theological Seminary, Anna Carter Florence, whose background was in theatre and who encouraged
her students to experience Scripture in a similar way. “My job,” she writes in Rehearsing Scripture,
“is to help them (students) walk straight into a biblical text without stopping and then stay there and
let what happens to them happen. Help them plant their feet and keep listening.” 22 She observes that
reading Scripture should be an experience where we change scenes and perspectives, much like when
preparing to see a live theatrical event. It is necessary at times to recreate scenes, to reconsider the
verbs of Scriptures, to ask questions of those who might have been present, and to consider new ideas
even if these ideas end up being wrong. She asserts that, although Scripture has already been written,
it is nevertheless a script that can still be approached in different ways so that the reader can continue
to learn new things.23
Both Wilson and Florence’s impact on my learning as a preacher has encouraged me to try
something new in my own preaching style. As part of my approach to encouraging our congregation
to reconsider its narrative, I changed lectionaries and began preaching from the narrative lectionary, a
4-year lectionary that “follows the sweep of the biblical story, from Creation through the early
Christian church.”24 My hope, in doing this, was to convey a clearer picture of God’s role as author
and narrator of the Biblical stories and to invite the congregation to see themselves a continuation of
these stories. Using Wilson’s approach, my hope was to share stories that had meaning and
intentionality.
In his book From Memory to Hope, Thomas G. Long explores how preaching narrative
sermons can be valuable for congregations. In it, he claims that the narratives in sermons have four
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valuable uses. First, and perhaps most of interest to First Presbyterian Church Hernando, is that
narrative is a dress rehearsal for the real world. Long states, “What we are doing, first of all, is dress
rehearsing in the pulpit a competence expected of every Christian, the capacity to make theological
sense out of the events and experiences of our lives.” 25 In other words, the pulpit invites others to
continue the sermon story beyond the four walls of the church.
Second, Long discloses that the narrative provides a congregational canon, a series of stories
that add to the cultural morality of a local setting. As FPC’s pastor, I had to learn these stories to be
reminded of their place in the greater overall narrative of our church while also respecting them as we
moved forward. This learning creates a sense of empathy for the place where a church has been. If I,
as the preacher, understand where our church has been and can hear the voices that echo throughout
its halls, I can also understand in what ways the sermon I write can move the church forward. As
Lenny Luchetti writes in his Preaching with Empathy, “Homiletic empathy is the grace that enables
preachers to imagine their way into the situational shoes of others, to understand the thoughts and feel
the emotions of listeners.”26
Third, Long says that a narrative is a means for remembering the lost and the silenced.
Andrew Wymer and Steed Davidson, in the Preaching as Interpretation class in the ACTS DMin
program, explain that there are various bodies that a preacher must engage to be empathetic. Living
bodies are those whose voices are heard most in a church and who are always included in the present
narrative of a church. There are also “decaying bodies”—those who have passed away but whose
proverbial fingerprints are still found in the church and can still hold churches back. A third type
most specific to my context are “mythical bodies,” those who have come before whose existence is
considered to be larger than life, and whose presence can still be felt and must be acknowledged. In
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my case, these “mythical bodies” include previous pastors and members.27 Because I am motivated to
help our church find its new identity, I must acknowledge and be empathetic to these mythical bodies.
Long continues his explanation of the importance of shared narrative by asserting that a
narrative is a process for coming to faith. Namely, he explains, they are a way for the listeners and
readers to continue a journey that began before them with both suspense and discovery. Long quotes
Meir Steinberg, who states
When the narrative becomes an obstacle course, its reading turns into a drama of
understanding—conflict between inferences, seesawing, reversal, discovery, and all. The only
knowledge perfectly acquired is the knowledge of our limitation. It is by sustained effort
alone that the reader can attain at the end to something of the vision that God has possessed all
along; to make sense of the discourse is to gain sense of being human. 28,29
By inviting the listeners of the message into the greater narrative of Scripture, they too are given the
opportunity to explore the depths of God’s love, to see that they are not alone in the perspective of
change, and to find their own place among the stories. Looking back allows congregations to move
forward.
When humans can see their part in the greater narrative of God’s story, then they can take
ownership of it. Ownership in the narrative then provides the opportunity for co-authorship of the
story moving forward. In their book Mighty Stories, Dangerous Rituals, Herbert Anderson and
Edward Foley write, “It is because of God’s graciousness that human beings are called, through
community, to coauthor their stories in the light of the divine narrative. Co-authorship recognizes
God’s active participation in shaping the stories we fashion to give meaning to our life.” 30 As FPC’s
pastor, I’ve sought to encourage our church, both in my years of service prior to the pandemic and my
service since, to share in God’s story. Part of this sharing comes through understanding themselves as
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creative parts of God’s greater story.
In his Jazz of Preaching Kirk Byron Jones writes, “Human beings are an extraordinarily
creative species. The trouble is that most of us never approach the vast expanse of our creative
capacities.” 31 Jones compares preaching to jazz because persons who play jazz are both scripted and
creative. They find that they are part of something larger that flows through them, yet they present a
daring and grace-filled approach to what they do. This approach leads Jones to ask if God smiles
when we preach in fresh ways, finding our ways off the script, and seeking God’s voice in new and
creative ways.32 In my push to become a more creative preacher, I considered ways in which I could
invite the congregation to be more creative in their thinking of God’s use of their gifts.
In the early COVID days, there was need for our congregation to find joy and to worship in
new ways. I invited them to join me in sharing how they had been creative and, through sharing of
their stories, I tied in observations from the Scriptures about God using creative people to do creative
things. In doing so, I invited them to a new place of exploring what worship could be and how their
Christian life could be lived in a new creative space, especially since so many of our church family
were limited in places they could travel and things they could see. Jones contends that creativity
needs “open space to skip and jump and prance and dance. Most of us are not use to mental,
emotional, and spiritual spaciousness.”33 However, with the “new normal” being generated around us,
I wanted to invite our congregation into the space of being created to be creative. In his book
Experiential Storytelling, Mark Miller observes, “We believe that we were created in the image of
God and fulfill our identity and purpose partially through engagement in the creative process. We
were made to discover and create.”34
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Throughout this entire thesis project, First Presbyterian Church Hernando has been in
transition. From growth to quarantine to post-quarantine reality, I’ve relied heavily on the work of
Craig Satterlee, most specifically his book When God Speaks Through Change. In this book, he too
encourages holy and active listening in regard to discovering who the church is becoming during
instrumental shifts in its life and the lives of its congregants. This discovery is important for a variety
of reasons, but one reason that resonates with me is that it allows the preacher to anticipate how they
will react. In my time with this church and during various points of transition, I’ve learned to
anticipate certain reactions from certain people in very specific areas. Therefore, when preparing to
preach, I am mindful of the ways people will respond.
Satterlee points out that when preaching to a changing church, immediate and large changes
need direct attention, but there are also times that congregations can be worn down by “transitional
fatigue,” either through talking too much about transition or when change comes so frequently that
it’s hard to keep up. These are the times that a preacher must be most aware of the congregation’s
feelings. Preaching functions to steady the rocking ship of transition. Satterlee writes, “Through
preaching, the congregation can move from attempting to explain the transition to exploring the
transition to experience God in it.”35 I appreciate that he directly speaks to trauma experienced by a
congregation, which is something every church has in common. Satterlee conveys that it is important
to remember that everyone grieves differently and to avoid relying on the reactions of a few to
determine the entire congregation’s overarching mindset. It is appropriate to name the trauma and to
share in congregational lament—Jones calls this “blues preaching.”36 However, Satterlee points out
the need to encourage the complete reliance on God in such situations. “Such dependence,” he writes,
“renews and redefines the congregation’s identity as people grounded in God’s promises rather than
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as victims of trauma.”37 It is the preacher who helps God’s people discover their identity as one
completely reliant on God, as empathetic and vulnerable as one who also experienced the trauma.
Preachers articulate a vision for helping the church discover (or rediscover) their identity. Satterlee
declares that it is the preacher who leads the church to ask God to give everyone the courage,
strength, wisdom, and faith to be patient. This permission to be vulnerable played a big part in my
personal response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
One thing I failed to acknowledge during the pandemic transition was the toil it took on me as
an individual. Satterlee correctly surmises that preachers often experience stress that is often delayed
due to carrying everyone else’s burdens. During the earliest parts of the pandemic, I experienced
personal tragedy that I swept under the rug while also “holding it together” for everyone else. While
preparing for a sermon in this project, I used Satterlee’s book as part of my preparation. I was glad I
did because the following statement gave me permission to seek the help I needed. Satterlee writes,
“Preachers must determine and ask for the care they need to work through their own feelings, both for
the sake of their recovery and their preaching and ministry. In the aftermath of some traumas, as
when the preacher is directly and immediately affected, he or she should ask that someone else
preach at the Sunday service and longer if necessary.” 38 After seeking help from a therapist, I was
diagnosed with a mental and emotional health issue and I took the time I needed to move forward as
leader of our congregation.
As noted previously, Satterlee calls for the preacher to be the identity namer and the purpose
pursuer.39 FPC Hernando sought twice to name its identity through long-range plans, once during the
tenure of its interim pastor who died and once prior to the pandemic quarantine. With these longrange plans being interrupted, I recognized even more the need for preaching to be that which helped
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the church name their identity as God’s people. Identity that looks forward, according to Frank A.
Thomas, requires people to have imagination about what can come next by learning about what has
come previously. Most specifically, it is moral imagination that gives the church its push to think
beyond where it is in order to consider where God is leading it. Thomas defines moral imagination as
“the ability of the preacher, intuitive or otherwise, in the midst of the chaotic experiences of human
life and existence, to grasp and share God's abiding wisdom and ethical truth in order to benefit the
individual and common humanity.”40 As I help this church experience God’s presence in their lives, it
is right for me to help them seek and celebrate God’s presence in their lives in all circumstances, by
looking to the truth of the past and holding on the hopes of the future.
As I studied Thomas’ works, I discovered that part of the identity of a church is its ability to
celebrate. Like Wilson, Thomas invites the preacher to name trouble and grace in the text as well as
trouble and grace in the world. However, Thomas asks a question that I think primarily White
Protestant churches often refuse to ask: “What shall we celebrate and how shall we celebrate?” 41 I
recognized that these thoughts had not crossed my mind, as I would often end my sermon with the
good news and then move into the congregational charge. However, taking time to celebrate changed
my mind about how this church should move forward. Rather than simply focusing on God’s
presence with the early church, we needed to take time to celebrate it and, by doing so, we also
needed to celebrate where God has brought our church. As I entered my last year of the thesis
program, I took this to heart and began to preach sermons that celebrated that, as this church sought
to form its identity, its identity had always been shaped by Christ. This, in turn, helped me decide on
what would be my focus for the program’s last year: our church’s purpose statement.
FPC Hernando’s purpose statement had been written under the interim pastor’s leadership and
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declares, “Guided by the Holy Spirit, we strive to be a beacon of hope for all creation by witnessing
to the reconciling love of God and the transforming love of Jesus the Christ.” With this in mind, I
chose to focus on ways in which the early church could teach us how to live into this purpose. This
led me to explore two different books by Justo Gonzales, Three Months with Paul and the Apostles
Creed for Today. Both were offered as devotional books for different classes at our church, and both
provided an important focal point for my sermons.
In Three Months with Paul, Gonzales walks day-by-day through the books of Philippians,
Colossians, and Ephesians, each written while Paul is in prison. Although Gonzales acknowledges
that the authorship in Ephesians is in question, he still uses it as a backdrop for this study.42 Gonzales
invites the reader each day to see the text, judge the text, and act on the text. Preaching through these
letters and Gonzales’ book enabled me to make the correlations between the early church and the
modern church. Paul, like many in the early church, was separated from the churches mentioned, yet
there remained a mutual love between them. Gonzales points out that the early Christian communities
were experiencing something brand new and something that would change their lives forever. In each
book, the church, as the purpose statement of our church asserts, was guided by the Holy Spirit. With
each letter and each chapter, I coupled it with part of our purpose statement.
The Apostles Creed for Today43 provided further background for sermons and classes about
why we say the words of the Apostles Creed each week and how each word in this Creed has
meaning. I will be preaching a sermon series on the Apostles Creed soon. Gonzales’ book also
opened a deeper discussion in our congregation about the confessions and creeds found in the
Presbyterian Book of Confessions,44 specifically about why we have them, why they were written,
and where God was in these places. The Confessions are great for reminding our church that God was
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present throughout tumultuous times of change just as God is present with us now through the
turbulent times we are experiencing currently.
For the preacher to help a church seek its identity, the preacher must be honest, creative,
invitational, celebratory, and empathetic. There must be appreciation for the past as well as the
willingness to move forward. In the end, God is the true identity of any church.
Objectives, Strategies, Implementations
Helping First Presbyterian Church Hernando rediscover its identity has not been easy.
Together, we traversed quite a different journey than I envisioned when I began the thesis program.
In year one of the program, I hoped to invite a growing church to accept and celebrate change as part
of God’s greater vision for our church. By the program’s second year, I was glad we had begun
speaking about change because change came every week in the form of a pandemic. My sermons
focused more on finding creative ways to be the church outside of the pre-pandemic understanding of
church. By the program’s third year, we were meeting more regularly, albeit with fewer people but
with more appreciation for being together. This was the year of acknowledging that our church had
been essentially reset. I spent time helping them remember our church’s purpose as defined by a
purpose statement which was written by the church right before I arrived.
I began year one of this program by focusing on change as a positive attribute. Having
experienced a change of pastors, denominational shifts, the loss of some members over time, the
sudden addition of new members, and the implementation of new programs, our church members
showed great hesitancy toward and fear about change. There were three things that I chose to do to
walk them through accepting change and moving forward: 1) preach sermons that help them celebrate
change, 2) begin a visioning process, and 3) change lectionaries.
I began to preach sermons that celebrated change and, as part of one of the earliest sermons,
the session and I met after worship to discuss the future of our church. As part of that meeting, I
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encouraged the church’s session to elect a team of new- and long-time members to partake in a
visioning campaign to help the church prepare a streamlined vision plan that would include all
members of the church. In Transforming Congregational Culture, Anthony Robinson writes,
Developing such a plan invites and allows for discernment. The guiding questions in such a
process need to be, “What is God calling us to be and do?” “What is our purpose?” “What are
we trying to accomplish?” “What is our business?” Such a process can help a congregation
perceive what the current use of its resources indicate in the way of purposes and objectives.45
Once a team was developed, they began a series of church-wide surveys and planning. They became
instrumental in my own self-discovery of the church’s purpose and vision.
As part of my preaching sermons that encouraged the congregation to accept change as part of
God’s plan, I changed from the Revised Common Lectionary to the Narrative Lectionary. The
Narrative Lectionary follows the sweep of the biblical story, from Creation through the early
Christian church.46 My hope in making this change was to invite the congregation to hear different
stories of Scripture, to invite them to discover the stories in a new way, and to demonstrate my
willingness to change as well. I confess, although the Narrative Lectionary was a twist for them, the
acceptance of it as a primary preaching tool was not popular and, after using it for two years I was
asked by members of the church and staff to preach from something else.
As I mentioned, my sermons for the first year of the program were on celebrating change. I
hoped that, in conjunction with the developing vision plan, that this church would begin to find hope
and purpose in who God was calling them to be. As Craig Satterlee writes, “Through preaching, the
congregation can move from attempting to explain transition to exploring transition (in order) to
experience God in it.”47 Each sermon I preached as part of the thesis program heralded the beginning
of several sermons that dealt with a similar theme.
45
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My first sermon for the program was entitled “Reformed” and I focused on Jeremiah 18:1-11, a
narrative comparing Israel to clay on a potters’ wheel. The Israelites, having just returned from exile
in Babylon, were confused and fearful about what would come next. In a vision, Jeremiah saw a
potter throwing pottery and, right before completing the pot, decided to start over again. As a church
with members who longed for past glories and who longed for a previous pastor, I felt this was an
appropriate Scripture on which to preach about celebrating change.
This sermon was part of a class that focused on incarnational translation, so I chose to
incorporate a hands-on example in the children’s sermon during which I put a lump of clay next to
finished pottery and asked the children which one could be used in the most ways. As I preached the
sermon, I made sure to have that same lump of clay in my hand as I stretched and worked it. I wanted
the clay to be a visual reminder of continual shaping and reshaping. In doing this, I echoed Charles H.
Cosgrove and W. Dow Edgerton who wrote, “By shifting the nature of the problem from that of
understanding a text to that of understanding our life, we bring about a strong reorientation toward
meaning as embodiment or reflective practice.”48 I felt that the visual impact of the clay and the
pottery emphasized this point as I walked with the congregation through their own history up into the
present, taking time to make sure I celebrated the places from which they came but also reminding
them of where they are and where they can go. With each point, I emphasized how God had not
completed their journey then and how God wasn’t finished with their journey at the point that I
preached the sermon. I continued to emphasize the point that God isn’t finished with us as a way of
reminding those who longed for “the good old days” that those days were part of God’s shaping them
for the present time. In this sermon and the ones that followed, I sought to accomplish three things: 1)
to help the church as a whole look back and recognize God’s love for them through the changes, 2) to
help individual members recognize God’s love for them in individual low times, and 3) to encourage
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the church and its members to live out that promise to others.
For the second sermon, I was tasked with focusing exclusively on the Four Pages method
taught by Paul Scott Wilson. The Narrative Lectionary text for that Sunday was Hosea 11:1-9. I was
challenged as a preacher by this lectionary selection because I would not have normally chosen a text
from Hosea on which to preach. In this text, God is seen as a disappointed parent who laments the
despair brought upon by children who disobey. However, the love of the parent overcomes the
disappointment and reminds the people of Israel that God will never leave them, even in their childish
ways.
Wilson guides the preacher to find and follow six “stop signs” in preaching a 4-page
sermon.49 There should be one text, one theme, one doctrine, one need, one image, and one mission. I
chose the theme “God will not leave us.” I chose this as a reflection on where the church had been,
the fear associated with that, and the hope that the members of our church might experience outside
the church’s walls. The doctrine most associated with this theme was omnipotence. The need is the
question answered by the theme and we together came up with the question, "Who can understand?"
Although they were both a church and individuals focused on their own troubles, God's grace
provided a continual guide. The image was an obvious one on which I hinged my sermon: God as a
parent. For the mission, we chose to focus on ways in which the church could live out the “God will
not leave us” theme in our everyday lives.
This sermon began with the hope of helping the church discover God’s presence in the most
difficult times. Looking back, I now recognize that this sermon came at a very important time in the
church because it helped bridge the place of what had been to what was coming. It provided a hinge
from the congregation asking, “what is happening?” to them asking “what’s next and what can we do
about it?” With the invitation to participate in local and statewide service, there were other sermons
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and activities in the church that helped move the church beyond an inward-focused vision to a
community-focused call.
After that sermon, I endeavored to find tangible ways to serve in the community. In the
months after this sermon was preached, the congregation’s involvement in community service
projects, mission opportunities, and outward-focused ministry opportunities grew significantly, and
the church helped jumpstart Meals on Wheels in the community. Saterlee writes, “Preaching invites
the congregation to respond to God’s grace by participating in a process of discovery and decision.”50
This congregation had been focused inwardly for so long that it was refreshing to see their focus
begin to shift outwardly.
For my last sermon in the program’s first year, I wanted to spend time focusing on where the
church had been, where the church is, and where the church is going. This was also the place where I
felt that identity had become a primary focus. Without everyone in the church taking ownership in
helping move the church forward, it would not go anywhere. I wanted to have the congregation take
ownership of the church’s purpose. As N. Graham Standish states, “A sense of purpose can galvanize
people so that they discover a greater sense of call in their own lives, even if they can’t always
articulate what that calling is.”51
The text for the second sermon was Mark 2:1-17, 21-22. In this pericope, there is wonder
about the works Jesus does through His teaching, through miracles, and the persons with whom he
eats. People in these verses comment that they’ve never seen anything like this before, so the title of
my sermon became “Like nothing we’ve ever seen.” My preaching group insisted that I focus on the
primary image of new wineskins because, in all things that God did then and what God does now, it
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requires people to have a new way of seeing God and themselves.
Part of a new initiative adopted by the church was a separation of monetary and time and
talent pledges. Previously, the church had collected both financial pledge cards and time and talent
sheets. The Sunday that this sermon was preached was the same day that time and talent sheets were
passed out. As in most organizations, our church suffered from the problem of having a few people
doing most of the work. This worry was recognized by the session, the vision team, and the PPG and,
thus, became a focal point for my sermon. If the church was going to take ownership of its vision,
then members must take ownership of the work being done now and moving forward. My purpose for
this sermon was, “In anticipation of both the upcoming time and talent volunteer forms and the
eventual completion of the Vision Statement for First Presbyterian Church, I want the people of this
church to prepare themselves to open their minds and hearts to the new thing God is doing.”
As I mentioned in preparing for the sermon, I chose the theme “God is doing something we
have never seen.” In writing the sermon, I wanted to be cautious about not discrediting the previous
or present state of the church. I wanted to help the church look forward while also celebrating where
they had been. Therefore, in the sermon and the children’s sermon, I focused on items we use that
need to be updated. I also celebrated that God invites us to make room for the new things God is
doing and named some of those places in our church and how our church is making room for the new.
On the day before the sermon was preached, three tornadoes came through our town and local
communities. This limited the number of people present to hear the sermon. However, the sermon
became a catalyst for a few different things. On the one hand, the sermon text was printed and was
used as rationale for a new emergency preparation initiative from the vision team. On the other hand,
it was used as the catalyst to collect a special offering and open a special account for those who were
impacted by the storms. This account has since collected $20,000 of grants, donations, and gift cards
that have been used to pay for a variety of emergencies. We also received more time and talent sheets
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than the previous years.
In my first year in this program, I felt that I prepared the church well for change. I believe the
church acknowledged that change had happened, but until I preached about it, there were those
members who had not acknowledged it. As Peter Coutts writes, “Most congregations will readily
agree that big changes have taken place in the congregation's context in recent decades, but many
congregants will not appreciate the significant impact of those changes on their own faith community,
for both today and tomorrow.”52 Our church’s identity had been based in fear due to change, but it
was slowly becoming a church of optimism and looking forward.
However, before the beginning of my second year, the church would change again as the
onset of COVID-19 forced the church to close its doors to in-person activities. As I sought to help the
church rediscover its identity, its identity was being forced out of the building and into homes.
Church worship services were led virtually, outdoors and, eventually, in-person with extreme
measures taken for the sake of safety. The church understood that although a new identity was being
discovered, nothing would be the same again. As Sally Brown writes, "The point is not to simply
repeat and replicate (although at times, that in itself may count as practical wisdom); rather the point
is to tap into the Christian present and past so this respond creatively within present-day settings and
situations that our forbearers in faith, biblical and otherwise, could not have foreseen.” 53
With the impending gathering of an in-person congregation and the reality of many still
staying home, I wanted to seek ways to use preaching as a bridge to connect both groups of people. I
also wanted to continue with the idea of hope inspired by the previous year’s sermon. Therefore, my
project title for my second program year was, “Preaching unity and hope to a congregation divided by
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a pandemic.” I sought to accomplish this through two different goals. My first goal was to preach
sermons that inspire hope for worried folk during trying times. In preaching hope-filled sermons, I
sought to remind folks of God’s presence in the past, present, and to give hope for the future, with the
hopes of reminding the congregation of the previous year's focus. My second goal was to use
preaching as a way to build a bridge between church members who remain at home and those who
were in the sanctuary. I hoped to remind those who would be in the nearly empty sanctuary that they
weren't alone and to remind those who joined virtually that they were still connected to those in the
sanctuary.
Before opening back for in-person services, most of the worship services were pre-recorded
and used various people from their homes to lead other portions of worship. The congregation
seemed to find a special connection to these services. However, these services took 20-30 hours each
week to splice together, and such services would not be possible once in-person services resumed.
In July 2021, First Presbyterian Church Hernando was able to open for in-person worship services
with social distancing measures, proper sanitizing efforts, and required face mask usage. Between 2030% of the congregation returned within the first three months. This was due to a few different
reasons including personal health reasons, the resistance to wearing masks, and the comfort of
worshipping at home.
As noted previously, prior to the pandemic our church was not technologically savvy.
Therefore, there was a learning curve for many in our church, including myself. There was some fear
and trepidation about technology as there were thoughts that we would become too akin to some of
the more contemporary churches, which was unacceptable for many of those in our traditional
church. However, as we leaders taught our church members, this would not be the first time this type
of change would happen. In his book Analog Church, Jay Kim writes “The particular age we find
ourselves in always shapes the church. This isn't all bad. The print age in the broadcast age both
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added tremendous benefits to the church and her effectiveness for mission in the world, both in their
time and today.”54
Although the church’s social media following increased some in the previous four years, I
recognized the necessity to connect even more. I sought to use social media as a way of connecting to
people where they were, although some members were reluctant to connect over social media due to
the negativity often associated with it. However, as Lenny Luchetti writes, he is “convinced that
while social media can certainly oppress and depress, it can also be a premiere tool God uses to
increase our empathy for the world God created and loves.” 55
As the church became more adapted to using technology, I noticed the sharing of gifts by
various members and wanted to celebrate this. From daily Bible readings to sharing talents from
home for worship services to prayer services, the use of technology increased. So too did our
followers on social media. The church's Facebook page increased by more than 300 followers in the
last year.
In the Core 2 class of the ACTS DMin in Preaching program, “Preaching as Performance,” an
invitation was given for the preacher to think outside the box and find a creative edge to delivering
the Word of God to God’s people. In “getting outside of ourselves” (a term used in class), I was
challenged to come up with new ways to invite the congregation to be co-creators of the worship
experience, especially in the new ways worship is being expressed now. As Anne Bogart wrote in her
book And Then, You Act,
Look around you right now and see who is there. These particular people around you present
are the key. They are your collaborators for now. They will serve as a mirror engine necessary
resistance and inspiration. They are your material and your means. 56
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In my reflection on this class and in planning my first sermon, I sought to tap into the creative nature
that our church had expressed via social media and through the various things the congregation had
done during the pandemic. My hope was to encourage them to look at what the church had turned
into and what the church was becoming as a way of God's continual creation while also encouraging
them to see their role in the creation of the "new church."
When preparing the first sermon of the year for the Core 2 class, I wrote for the learning
covenant, “Using the creation story in Genesis and Psalm 8 as a backdrop, I will preach a sermon that
invites the church to celebrate the creativity of God and to acknowledge how the current status of the
church is a way in which God is being creative again." To connect them to one another, I sought out
individual stories of creativity used by members of the congregation so that folks might feel a
connection to one another and receive permission to be creative themselves. As Kathy Black writes in
Culturally Conscious Worship, to connect a church, there needs to be a similar story, much like the
original church had the story of Jesus to connect them. Although various church members had
opinions about the severity of the pandemic and the church’s appropriate response, they all had one
story in common: the pandemic was stopping them from doing what they did normally. Even more,
the pandemic stopped them from being physically present in church in the manner they were used to.
I wanted to invite them to be connected to that as they fostered ways in which "individual stories are
shared by all to become the common story." 57
When meeting with the Parish Project Group before this sermon, I presented the two creation
stories in Genesis and Psalm 8 as options on which I could preach. The more we mulled over the
sermon and the direction we thought I should go, we chose to focus primarily on Psalm 8 because it
was a passage that centered on the act of creation as being more than just a one-time event. Rather,
this sermon, this Psalm, and the reality in which we are reflections of the ongoing creation of God in
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the world. This is what Charles Cosgrove and C. Dow Edgerton call a praise Psalm, one that calls the
hearer to participate in the ongoing praise offered by the Psalm.58 The hope from the PPG and me
was that I could preach, and the congregation could hear, the Psalm as interactive and as an invitation
in telling the story of the church.
In focusing on the mind-mapping exercise we learned in the Core 2 class, I chose a central
question, central claim, and central purpose. The central question was, “As we celebrate God’s
creativity, how can the church be creative in uncertain times?” In focusing on the central claim, I
focused on the words of Kirk Byron Jones:
Creativity flourishes when we dare to be, freely and fully, our genuinely creative selves.
Creative preaching, free and insightful sermonizing, comes more easily and regularly from
free people. Free people are those who have accepted their acceptance from God and life.
Having received this fundamental acceptance, they are free to route their energy into creative
expression as opposed to constructing personal and interpersonal defenses and denials: the
fatiguing work we do when we are not at home with who we are.59
In allowing myself to be creative in the approach I took to the sermon, I felt free to invite the
congregation to be free in their expression of creativity. So, therefore, I followed another one of
Jones’ invitations in the creative process to observe and adopt various forms of speaking, including
poetry and alliteration.60 The central theme I chose also became a recurrent call within my first
sermon, “Creative creations of the Creator are called to create creatively.” This led to the central
purpose, “I want the congregation of First Presbyterian Church to be inspired by God’s creation, to
tap into their own creativity, and to be invited to be co-creators in the future of this church.”
I sent out emails and social media invitations to invite the church to share videos, stories,
photos, and examples of how their creativity was awakened during the pandemic. The response was
overwhelming, and their experiences were widely varied. From culinary arts to visual arts to new
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yoga poses to learning new instruments, the members of our church did not disappoint in sharing
their gifts. The examples led some members to call others to ask for recipes, experiences, and to seek
advice. My hope in sharing specific names (with permission) and stories was to invite others to see
that they were not alone and that the creative process of the church did not fall on the pastor's
shoulders alone. As Alyce McKenzie states in Novel Preaching, the congregation “needs to feel like a
lot of this (ideas and creativity) is coming from the midst of the community and not just from the
pastor’s heart and mind.”61 Creativity leads one to not think too much and to be fully engaged. They
were able to engage in what Jones calls mindfulness and mindlessness. 62
As part of inviting the members into the creative process, I wanted to present an example of
creativity in which the leadership of the church was also thinking and dreaming outside the box.
From these conversations, a new weekly and seasonal outdoor picnic worship service was born which
was led by a different storytelling member of the church each week. This new service allowed me to
both show another example of the church thinking outside the box as well as invite others to share
with one another in new ways.
When preaching the sermon, I chose to use the alliteration I mentioned earlier to have a call
and response situation in which the congregation shared with me in saying, “we are a creative
creation of the most creative creator in all of creation.” In hearing themselves say the word “we,” I
wanted them to know their part of the creativity that this church was adopting. The Core 2 sermon
was well received, and I still have people who share their impressions of this sermon as well as the
creation litany we shared.
The second sermon was based on my elective course, “Preaching and the Problem of Evil.”
Evil is not a topic that is spoken about or taught much in the Presbyterian Church, so I was intrigued
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by this class. However, as someone who lives in the Bible Belt, I am familiar with the assumption of
evil in various ways by different backgrounds. During the pandemic, the disease, those persons
making decisions, and even those persons requiring people to wear masks, were all considered the
personification of evil by folks in this and neighboring communities.
However, as I did the pre-class readings and watched the news where I learned of the murders
of Brianna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery, and George Floyd, I was made aware of my own blindness to the
evils that existed around me as a white, middle class, heterosexual, and Christian American male. As
the pastor of a white-majority church in the South, I had to help our church name and understand its
place in such blindness as well as acknowledge the comfort zones in which we live. Therefore, this
provided a little different expectation and perspective as I went into the elective course.
In this course, the book that was most helpful in helping shape my theology was Nihilism by
Nolen Gertz. The topic of nihilism was new to me, and Gertz’s book was difficult to understand on
first reading. However, the class, under Dr. Gerald Liu’s leadership, walked step-by-step through this
concept and how it relates to the concept of evil. Nihilism is often defined as the concept of
nothingness and meaninglessness that is often believed to cause destruction. However, as Gertz
points out, sometimes folks “are simply doing nothing worth mentioning.” 63 According to Friedrich
Nietzsche, this includes the church as they dumb down problems, numb themselves to the truth of the
world, and find comfort before compassion. 64
Gertz also argued that we place comfort over reality through the creation of false existences
by way of the tuning into places that allow us to escape the reality that is in front of us. From echo
chambers to social media to desired new channels, nihilism exists in ways that spark less creativity
and are more fitting of the status quo. Theodore Adorno points out that when the status quo is
preserved, human instinct is to see it as good, whereas interruption of the status quo is viewed as bad.
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Therefore, too often folks find themselves protecting the status quo to maintain a reality that doesn't
exist.65 Recognizing that ignoring a problem is part of the problem is often hard to hear, but it is
necessary for making significant change.
In preparing for the second sermon, the Narrative Lectionary Scripture called for parts of
Jonah 1, 3, and 4. In hindsight, I probably should have chosen one of the texts to focus on, but the
PPG and I chose to tackle the entire whale. In these chapters, Jonah showed inaction rather than
mercy, comfort over reality, and anger over love. In discussing this with my PPG, it was pointed out
that Jonah simply needed to preach an 8-word sermon and everyone would listen to him. Having
experienced this process with me for almost two years, the PPG commented about how nice it would
be if a preacher could have that same response today. To quote one of the PPG members, “his
inaction spoke louder than any action.” Justo and Catherine Gonzales commented that Jonah was
trying to keep all of God’s mercy and goodness to himself and would rather stand by and not share
any of it with people he despised. 66 In other words, Jonah's opinion was more important than God's.
As I prepared this sermon with the PPG, I chose the following as my goals for this sermon:
a) Using the story of Jonah as a backdrop, I will preach a sermon that names that we cannot
ignore the work God is calling us to do where and how we are.
b) I will connect this with the idea of preaching and the problem with evil by acknowledging
inactivity as evil in itself.
c) I will connect this with the overall theme of my project by inviting them to recognize that
God uses us in various places.
d) In continuing with sharing stories of congregants to promote unity, I will share stories of
ways in which God is using people in the congregation to make a difference in the
community.
As I continued preparing for this sermon, the PPG suggested having various readers of various ages
read the Scripture since it was such a lengthy pericope.
As noted in the goals, I asked members of our church to share ways in which they had made
differences in the community or had seen others make a difference in the community. Again, this
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provided a positive response from the congregation as they were able to take pride in the work that
they had done or are doing. It also allowed the church to recognize the veterans on Veterans Day.
Patriotic holidays are difficult to manage in churches, and this recognition provided ample
opportunity without dwelling on patriotism or taking away from the scripture passages. I used these
examples of ways that people gave back as the antithesis to Jonah’s ignoring of God’s message and
the times in which we chose inaction over action.
I chose to directly reference the elective class in my sermon so that the congregation might
understand that evil does not always take the form of someone else or an outside force. In naming
inaction when action is needed as an evil, I spoke directly to myself and to the “comfort culture” to
which this congregation has grown accustomed. As our congregation begins to adapt to changes that
will be happening in society and our church, it must be aware that things cannot remain the same. As
Walter Brueggemann writes in his book Virus as a Summons to Faith, “In our moment of fear and
insecurity, we may be tempted to hold onto what was once safe and secure. Prophetic tradition
knows, to the contrary, that the future does not reside in old, treasured realities. It belongs rather to
bold faithful thought that evokes bold faithful action.” 67
My final sermon did not fit the expectations and hopes I expressed in my learning covenant.
The events surrounding the final sermon taught me more about myself than I thought they would.
Though I approached the sermon with the hopes of preaching about John the Baptist and inviting the
congregation to envision how God used an unexpected person to do unexpected things, I hoped to
invite them to dream outside of the box about the way they were doing things, thus opening up the
possibility of inviting them into some sort of tangible action such as a mission project or some sort of
church-wide project. Unfortunately, none of this happened due to the rising numbers of COVID-19
cases and my own need for a break.
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The year 2020 was tough on a lot of people, including my family. My wife suffered two
miscarriages and went through a cancer scare, and my grandmother passed away. While this was all
going on, I was also trying to provide homeschooling for my children and maintain all that goes into
being a pastor during a pandemic. I didn’t pay attention to the impact it was having on my own
mental health. As Craig Alan Saterlee writes in his book When God Speaks Through Change:
After traumatic events clergy may experience delayed stress. By putting their emotions on
hold until the crisis is under control, pastors tend to hold up well in the immediate aftermath
they can perform their duties and take care of others ---and only later fall apart. Creatures
must determine an ask for the care they need to work through their feelings, close mistakes of
the recovery, and their preaching and ministry. In the aftermath of some traumas, as when the
preacher is directly in intimately affected, he or she should ask that someone else preach at the
Sunday (or next) service and longer if necessary.68
I took a few weeks off to focus on my mental health at the beginning of 2021 and redirected the
direction I was going to go with the sermon. As I looked at the upcoming texts assigned by the
Narrative Lectionary, I was struck by Jesus’ calling of His disciples in Luke 5:1-11, most especially
in the various ways that they followed Jesus. In recognizing my role as a disciple, I acknowledged my
own need to follow closer and invited the congregation to join me. The term “disciple” means one
who follows, and the need to follow Christ in tough times, in rough seas, and in uncertain areas is a
need that I recognized in my sermon then and still acknowledge today. Saterlee writes, “Through
preaching, the congregation can move from attempting to explain the transition to exploring the
transition to experience God in it.”69 I was still using unusual people to do unusual things, but I was
adding myself to that list as an unusual person, primarily as one who needed to step back to step
forward.
I acknowledged in my sermon the interruption that Jesus caused when connecting first with
the disciples as they were finishing up with what they thought was their most important task. From
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there, the fishers push off from shore as a sign of serving others so that they could hear Jesus more.
Jesus then sends the disciples into unchartered waters, which was an easy nod for me as the preacher
to acknowledge the church's place in a new place and a new time. As Ronald Allen writes, Jesus
invites the congregation to “put its net into the chaos of its difficult moment in history and to expect
the manifestation of the Realm of God. 70 Putting a net into unchartered and murky waters is a true
invitation for a church trying to survive both literally and figuratively.
From this place, the church is invited to fish from new places in new ways, a call for the
church to look beyond the "way it's always been done," and to tiptoe into that creative mode once
again. Fear has driven this church, and I hoped to inspire them to move beyond fear to faith. As Jones
observes, "Fear keeps us from taking creative risks. Fear sucks the life and creative expression out of
us, leaving us dry and dull.”71 Although Simon showed fear and acknowledged his fear to Jesus,
Jesus still claims that there is a new way of doing things and that they (the disciples) will do things
unimaginable such as “fish for people.” From there, the fishermen dropped their nets and followed
Jesus. I told the congregation to take great notice of them dropping the things that once seemed
overly important to them, including the nets. The nets were being mended and washed at first with
such care and precision that there was nothing more important at that moment. By the end, the nets
rested at the bottom of the sea and the disciples’ lives were changed. In the future for our church, I
acknowledged that the things that once seemed important would seem unimportant the closer we
follow Jesus. This became a recurring theme for our church.
Over the last few years, FPC has chosen a theme for the year with the word “first” in the title
as a reflection of the church’s name. We’ve used “Love First” and “Think First.” The theme of the
church for 2021 was "Follow First." As my sermons began to focus on the move from virtual to
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hybrid to primarily in-person, the church was reminded that it must follow Jesus first.
I preached sermons that focused on the idea of “following first” sermons in which I showed
that the ways in which people followed God in various places often led them to results they didn't
expect. Our church’s identity had become one of recognizing that, though things wouldn’t look the
same, by following God’s leading, the church would be able to continue moving forward. By
following God, the church had great optimism, especially with new vaccines coming out in 2021.
However, as I moved into the third year of the thesis program and the church’s programs had
picked back up, it was also obvious that the church membership had declined due to various reasons
offered during the pandemic. Finances dropped off, volunteers were harder to find, and the church
was forced to cope with a “new normal.” Much of the optimism had turned into a stark reality that all
the growth from the previous years before the pandemic had stopped and activity levels of families
was low. People in the church made the comment that the feeling was reminiscent to the times prior
to my arrival. It was obvious that the church needed to be reminded of its purpose. As Graham
Standish points out, for churches to look forward there must be a climate of willingness to look ahead
which then allows a church to build a sense of purpose.72
However, there was no need to re-establish a new purpose. The church had written a purpose
statement prior to my arrival when they were in the similar situation of trying to discover who they
were. Therefore, the PPG, session, and the newly-formed vision team chose to spend time reminding
the church that they had written this statement out of a sense of who they were. When I arrived at the
church, I made reciting the purpose statement at the end of worship part of my benediction, but not
much time had been spent paying attention to what it meant. As previously mentioned, First
Presbyterian Church Hernando’s purpose statement is “Guided by the Holy Spirit, we strive to be a
beacon of hope to all creation, by witnessing to the reconciling love of God and the transforming
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grace of Jesus the Christ.”
To prepare to preach through our purpose statement, I met with Bill Bailey, one of the original
authors of the statement. He emphasized that this was a church-wide statement and the session spent
time putting together the thoughts of the congregation into one cohesive statement. He said they
wanted this statement to be a living faith statement. I was drawn to this comment because it hit at a
point I wanted this church to see, that the purpose statement was not written simply to call a new
pastor. This statement was not written at one time in the history of the church. Rather, this statement
still defines our church. Bill observed that they wanted to use active verbs rather than verbs that
simply focused on where God had been. When asked what he thought was the hinge statement, he
noted that the church was a beacon of hope because our church is different than others in the
community, that our church welcomes all, and our church sets an example of maintaining a hopeful
spirit even in the face of doubt. He also maintained that the most important words used when
describing God were “transforming grace” because, in their discussions, the session considered grace
the most important word in the Bible and the word upon which our denomination places the most
reliance. Bill stated that those who crafted the purpose statement felt as though grace had transformed
the church and would transform the church to be that beacon of hope they hoped it would be. Near
the end of our conversation, he said it was appropriate that the congregation began our statement with
the words “guided by the Holy Spirit” because, according to Bill, “there would be no way this church
would have made it through the last year without following the Holy Spirit.”73
Those final words of my interview with Bill marked a great starting place for my preparation
of sermons moving forward. I sought sources to help the church focus on the movement of the Holy
Spirit throughout history. For the pastor’s Bible study that I lead on Wednesday nights, we opted to
focus on the Apostles’ Creed using Justo Gonzales’ book The Apostles’ Creed for Today74 to see how
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the history of this statement corelates to the one we say, how its writing was reliant upon the Holy
Spirit, and how it leads us today. For my preaching series between August and December, I chose to
study the early church as an example of those who experienced something life-changing, brand new,
and something that might cause a reaction that could separate early Christians from one
another. Second, in the churches on which I focused (Philippians, Ephesians, Colossians), Paul is
separated from the community physically but still feels he is a part of them spiritually. Last, the
church is expected to follow the leading of the Holy Spirit. For personal studies, I invited the church
to purchase a second book by Gonzales entitled 3 Months with Paul. 75
Between August 15 and Christmas Eve, 2021, I spent several weeks on each of the primary
themes of the purpose statement: guided by the Holy Spirit, we strive, beacons of hope, hope to all
creation, witnessing, reconciliation, reconciling love, transformation, and (on Christmas Eve) Jesus
the Christ. One of the few sermons I had on the phrase “Guided by the Holy Spirit” was preached for
the Core III class, Preaching as Transformation. The sermon was preached as a celebration of the
church’s 170th anniversary where we celebrated at a worship service at the church’s previous location
in the middle of the old part of town. Since this sermon was going to be preached in what many
members considered their “home church building,” the PPG and I chose to focus on Luke 4:14-30,
the story of Jesus going home. This allowed our church members an extra week to purchase the book
I would be using for the following weeks. In planning the sermon, I used the following description on
my learning covenant and with my PPG: Jesus is guided by the Holy Spirit into a comfortable place
to Him but moves beyond comfort. His community thinks they will be comfortable with His words,
but they are moved beyond comfort as well. Given that my project focused on helping our church
find its identity through focusing on the purpose statement, my Core III sermon attended to the
following marks of social transformation: I stretched myself to build on this foundational reality: This
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church has been guided by the Holy Spirit since its inception. My sermon incorporated this goal: to
help them understand that they must continue moving forward rather than staying in one place. I am
working on myself to form/augment this disposition: I seek to understand how the Spirit is helping
me to change my perception about the identity of this church. My sermon will incorporate this
practice: I will hold the sermon in the former church building in the old part of town and remind them
that the practices once practiced in that building (segregation, lack of women leaders, non-openness
to LGBTQIA+ individuals) are no longer part of who they are and how the Spirit has guided them
past this and how the Spirit will lead them forward.
In preparing for this sermon, I was made aware of some troubling truths about the history of
this church. For instance, the balcony of the old church building had been built as a place for Black
people to sit. Even more troubling was the news that there had been, at one time, a group of men
whose job it was to sit at the back of the sanctuary make sure Black people did not come into the
church building. In his book On the Other Side of Freedom, DeRay McKesson writes about how
powerful bullies have been over history. He says that when a community accepts bullying as
expected, it is hard to imagine a world without it. He goes on to name various ways in which bullies
have been accepted in our society, from Jim Crow laws to poll taxes, to being silent as others bullied,
and refusing to confront those things that do not seem “normal.” In my mind, I can't help but name
First Presbyterian Church Hernando for what it was in those days: a bully. McKesson says bullies
that don't just go away; they must be confronted and named and addressed clearly. I knew that I must
do this in that sermon.76
I felt it was appropriate to bring the church back to the place that once represented comfort for
them. However, there were subtle changes such as the removal of the pews because those pews had
become too dilapidated to sit on. Many of the decorations had been removed from the building and,
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other than a few stained-glass windows, it would have been hard, even before we set up for the
worship service, to recognize this as a church building. Welcoming the church into this space with
such changes was not only a physical reminder that they couldn’t go back to this place but it was also
a reminder of where they had moved. I wanted them to see this space as just that, a space, and that the
church that had been there from the 1870s to the 1990s was no longer the church that it is now.
Second, I felt that one of the important practices of social transformation that we talked about in class
was to reeducate. Most members did not know the story of the balcony and thought that this was only
the place that the choir had gathered when they were there in the late 1900s. We used old hymnals,
sang old songs, and had photos of the old church nearby. Sitting in chairs made the space tighter and
the choir had been moved from the balcony to the front of the sanctuary, as they now do in the
current sanctuary. The visual of tying together the modern and the old helped the congregation not to
worship the old but instead to recognize that some changes, even subtle ones, are good. By looking
around and seeing old names on the windows, people were reminded of those persons who had come
before them. Others reminded me how some of those families had left the church because we had
become what we were: a congregation that seeks to be a more accepting one.
Before the worship service, I sent a questionnaire to the congregation to gauge their
understanding of the purpose statement. Regarding the line, "guided by the Holy Spirit," 61% said it
meant that God brings us together and then leads them into the world. 77 This was supposed to lead to
a series of small group questions on Monday. However, COVID once again impacted that small
group time. Nevertheless, the vision team utilized the term “guided by the Holy Spirit” as the tagline
for the restarted vision team plan.
After this sermon, I preached numerous sermons using the purpose statement and focusing on
the early church and Gonzales’ book. This included the sermon I preached for my elective class,
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Celebration Preaching. This sermon focused on the reconciling love of God and was to be preached
in the celebrative style. For this sermon, I chose to preach from 2 Corinthians 5: 10-21. I chose this
text because 2 Corinthians is a letter from the apostle Paul in which he seeks to be reconciled with the
people of Corinth because of some disagreements over Paul’s timing and the existence of a letter that
had since been lost but was previously written by Paul in which he addressed this disagreement
more.78
While filling out the preaching worksheet, I invited my Parish Project Group to walk through
it with me and to consider the text presented. After their feedback, I then filled out the worksheet. I
answered the question about what this passage said to me with “God brings us into right relationship
with God’s self and sees Christ when God looks at us.” When asked what the passage said to the
needs of the people in our time, I answered “we are called to live out this example of God’s
reconciliation with us by being an example of reconciliation for others.” I answered the question of
what is the bad news of the text and of our time, I stated “we are not able to face God on our own
because we are selfish people who live in extremely selfish times.” When asked what the good news
is, I stated that “God still loved us, made us new creations and God still loves. When God sees us,
God sees Christ. We are to be Christ to others and see Christ in others. This will lead to reconciling
love.” I wrote that I would experientially show that God shows us the perfect example of
reconciliation as we witness (deploying the words I used from the previous week’s sermon and the
words of the purpose statement) by seeing it (witnessing) and living it (living as witnesses). I wrote
that the hearers would know that we are to live as examples of God's reconciling love. I chose to
celebrate that God's love reaches us in ways we never could have imagined through a run of naming
the places where God will "love us still" (to quote my sermon). In looking for materials of celebration
to use, I was drawn to a few stories in Scripture in which God's people could not hide from God's
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love. I mentioned in my sermon the prodigal son and Jacob, both of whom had been topics of recent
sermons. In using a non-Biblical celebration, I used the example of Paco in the Ernest Hemingway
short story “The Capital of the World,” in which he shares a fable in Madrid about a father who, after
his son Paco has run away, puts out a plea claiming that if he meets him, all will be forgiven. Since
there were so many Paco’s, 800 young men showed up to be forgiven by their father. 79 I saw this as
the way we should react to God’s reconciling love for us—that each time the opportunity is given, we
find our place in line to be reconciled. Since communion was celebrated that week, we made note that
communion itself was a material of celebration and an extension of my sermon. As part of the
celebration, I also used a different affirmation of faith than what we usually use. One of the
confessions of our denomination is the Confession of 1967 which focuses a great deal on
reconciliation. For worship, we used the following quote as our affirmation of faith:
To be reconciled to God
is to be sent into the world
as God's reconciling community,
to share God's labor
of healing the hostilities
which separate people from God
and from each other.
Christ has called the church to this mission
and given it the gift of the Holy Spirit.
The church follows Christ's pattern
in the form of its life
and in the method of its action.
So to live and serve is to confess Christ as Lord. 80
As I’ve sought to look back to move forward, I felt this was an appropriate form of celebration as it
was written at a time in the Church’s history when it was moving through the Civil Rights movement.
It was discovering a new identity similar to the identity discovery this church is currently
undertaking. Of those persons who were asked to give feedback after the sermon, all of them showed
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a new interest in the Confession of 1967. 81
As I mentioned previously, my preaching series on the church’s purpose statement concluded
on Christmas Eve 2021 as we celebrated Jesus the Christ. As part of the conclusion of this preaching
series, I asked the congregation to fill out a second survey about the purpose statement. While the
previous congregational survey about the purpose statement showed that only 39% congregation
knew the purpose statement,82 90.1% said they knew the purpose statement after the sermon series.83
Of those surveyed, 100% stated that it described the purpose of this church.
Regarding the identity of the church, the vision team, using language taken from the purpose
statement, stated that it was a beacon of hope guided by the Holy Spirit and is basing its vision plan
on the church being an inclusive congregation. When the congregation was questioned about the
identity of the church, nearly 65% said that it was welcoming/inclusive/open. 76% of respondents are
part of the church because of or partially because of the diversity of the church’s members.84 I found
these results to be fascinating because, prior to 2017, the openness/inclusiveness of the church is what
was blamed for the departure of members and the decline of membership. Now it is what the church
sees as its identity.
EVALUATION, AND LEARNINGS
When evaluating what I learned over this three-year process, I must confess that my hopes
and aspirations for the program and this thesis changed over time. When I entered into the program, I
was serving a church that had experienced significant change and that were growing rapidly. That
changed during and after the quarantine brought about by the COVID pandemic. Through this
program, I had to learn to readjust personal expectations for myself, the church, and what I was trying
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to do with and through this program. While I was helping our church see God as part of the change
they had endured, I also had to listen to my own words as the church changed in ways I never
expected. From this arose the necessity for our church and its community to ask: who is First
Presbyterian Church of Hernando, Mississippi? Through pandemic and through change, this church
needed to be reminded of who they were, and I needed to be reminded of what God was calling me to
do as their preacher.
Personally, I will admit that I tried to do too much too soon with this change process. As I
look back, I should have asked myself three years ago, “what does preaching have to do with this?”
Upon reflection, I acknowledge that my original project dealt less with preaching than it should have
and concentrated too much on congregational development. Thus, my first lesson in this program was
to figure out the power that my preaching has. Sunday morning is often the only time of the week that
the people in my congregation sit and listen to one person speak uninterrupted for a significant
amount of time. The words I say, the hope I embody, and the actions I portray from the pulpit can be
a rudder for traversing the sometimes stormy seas of Christian life.
In year one of this thesis program, I learned the importance of sermon planning in a way that
connected the greater narrative from week to week of scripture as well as helping our congregation
see their place in that narrative. In Preaching as Interpretation, the program’s first class, we talked
about how faithful preaching is better than great preaching because faithful preaching acknowledges
the story God has written in a church, helps the preacher empathize with the places they have been,
and helps the congregation move forward together. Preaching taps into those places of greatest joy
and expresses hope in the places of greatest concern. I have learned that it is important to help our
church see the macro picture of where they are now and where they have been as an important part of
the Hernando community. It was equally as important to remind the congregation how the story they
are sharing in the present is just as important as it once was in the past. From celebrating being the
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first church to ordain women to being the first to ordain LGBTQIA+ individuals, it is important for
me to help our church find hope. Conversely, I’ve also learned how crucial it is to speak about and to
the pains that this congregation carried with them as a historically White Southern congregation
because out of those pains comes knowledge.
Through my elective courses: Four Pages and Preaching, Preaching and the Problem of Evil,
and Celebration Preaching, I learned the importance of intentionality. Every word I speak, every
sermon I plan, and every action I take needs to be intentional in helping the congregation enter into
the world of the text and facilitating their understanding of the problems and the grace found in both
the text and the world. To paint a broader picture of what is their purpose as a church and identity, it
is important for me to intentionally plan sermons that are connectional, inspired, and faithful.
I discovered in my first year of the thesis program that helping the church understand God’s
presence in the change they have endured, the change they are enduring, and the change they will
face was exactly what this congregation needed to hear because of what would and did happen during
the pandemic. I believe that celebrating change helped this congregation prepare for the biggest
change they had ever endured, the separation due to a pandemic. By reminding them of God’s
presence during seasons of change, they were reminded of their identity in God—namely that God
had been with them and God would be with them. This promise helped them stake their claim as
God’s church during times of quarantine in which they were apart physically but still together
spiritually.
Although during the program’s first year I did not realize I would be talking about identity,
this is exactly what I ended up doing. By reinforcing to the congregation God’s presence in the
ongoing change, they were being reminded of our identity as followers of Christ and that change was
helping to shape their identity in this community as the open and accepting congregation it is.
Since the pandemic forced the church to become virtual at first and then hybrid, the lessons I
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learned in the Preaching as Performance course proved very useful. As the only person taking up
space on the camera during worship services, Bible studies, and more, I learned the importance of
voice, expression, tone, breath, pacing, volume, use of my body, and other physical aspects of
preaching performance. I had to make sure my body matched what I said and my voice was truly
expressing what I preached.
I learned when preaching virtually that people want to hear various voices, see different
rooms, and hear about people in the congregation who they haven’t seen in a while. I started
delivering my sermons in different parts of the church building and included different people’s stories
and emailed videos. Incorporating others fully into the worship process provided an opportunity for
the church to feel a sense of togetherness.
I relied heavily on what I learned in the Four Pages and Preaching class while I was preaching
during the difficult times of the pandemic because I named the trouble in the world, acknowledged
the trouble in the text, helped them see the grace in the text, and named grace in the world. Preaching
about grace in times of difficulty was necessary to help our congregation move into the new realities
of worship and church.
My elective class for the second year of the program, Preaching and the Problem of Evil,
taught me not to view the pandemic or other trials as evil, but instead to see the purposeful ignoring
of the pandemic’s impact, the inaction in the face of trials, and the degrading of neighbor as being
evil. I acknowledged past evils of the church and named the opportunity for us to learn from them
and to not be an inactive church when we see evil in the world.
The Celebration Preaching course taught me a new method of preaching and was reminiscent
of some of the preaching foundations set out in the Four Pages method. In Celebration Preaching the
preacher is encouraged to celebrate the good news and to celebrate God’s continual presence in the
world, rather than simply finding good/grace in the text and the world. As I read about African
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American perspectives of celebrating, many from which came about through greater challenges than I
could ever imagine, I learned to view celebration styles and opportunities in a variety of ways. This
class and its readings gave me the opportunity to loosen up in the pulpit and to help our church
celebrate who they are, where they’ve been, and where they can go. This celebration preaching
proved to be very effective and impactful in helping them discover their own voices in tough times.
Some of my greatest lessons came from my fellow classmates. Our cohort was the largest in
the program’s history and was comprised of persons from various races, nationalities, and
denominations. By the time my time in the program was finished, I was the only Presbyterian
remaining in our cohort. Walking through the struggles of leading churches during a pandemic,
learning new virtual tools together, hearing perspectives from a variety of community types, viewing
Scripture through the lenses of different people, and receiving feedback on my own preaching
provided me with wonderful life lessons. Perhaps most enlightening for my project was discovering I
wasn’t alone on this journey, both in terms of understanding of my own self-identity as a preacher as
well as helping my congregation understand and formulate its identity.
Perhaps the most impactful project I undertook as I closed out this thesis program was
preaching through the FPC purpose statement. Exploring the statement we had read dozens of times
together but never fully understood, we learned to rely more on God, to be examples for the
community, and to be mindful of who this church claimed to be before the pandemic. This preaching
series helped both me and the church understand that FPC was not in need of a new identity but,
rather, we needed to be reminded who we were, why this was our church, why we needed church,
why we needed each other and, most importantly, who we were as God’s people
Previously, I acknowledged that the most recent congregational questionnaire results showed
that our congregation considered themselves an accepting and open-minded congregation. The
questionnaire also asked if the church was known more for the members, pastor, staff, or building,
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and respondents noted that the members were what our church was known for. This response helped
me realize that my preaching has functioned as a mirror to show them who they are.
Three years ago, when entering this thesis program, I thought I would be preparing our church
to become something brand new. However, what I’ve since discovered is that the church simply
needed to be reminded of who it was. This is reflected clearly in the most recent stewardship
numbers. During my first three years at this church, although new members were joining and
programs were starting, the financial stability of the church remained shaky. We consistently ended
our budget year with significantly less income than expenses. However, over the last two years and
despite the church being forced to be apart physically, the church budget has ended in the black and
has enabled raises to be given to every staff member. As our church reconsidered their own
investment in one another, they soon discovered that their identity was each other.
Can preaching be used to help a church discover its identity? I would emphatically say yes,
although the identity the church finds might not be what either the congregation or the preacher
expected. This identity is not based on some outside perspective that I or any other preacher might
bring. Rather, the identity of this congregation was and is based on who they already were: a
congregation who went through a paradigm change but remained faithful to what God was calling
them to be. When the congregation voiced in the church’s purpose statement that they were “guided
by the Holy Spirit,” they were naming this as the direction they needed to go. When the congregation
chose to stay in a denomination that some encouraged them to leave, or when they chose inclusion
over exclusion, they were reaffirming themselves as welcoming to all. First Presbyterian Church
Hernando needed to be reminded that their identity was in Christ and in one another, and I believe
that preaching was essential in helping them discover that God used change to guide them to where
they are now. Although divided from one another physically by the pandemic and by other divisions,
FPC remains a church with a single purpose: to be a church guided by the Holy Spirit which strives to
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be a beacon of hope for all creation witnessing to the reconciling love of God and the transforming
grace of Jesus the Christ.
Significance
I introduced this thesis with the hope that preaching could help celebrate change, encourage
hope, and reestablish purpose. What I've discovered is that our congregation, like many other
congregations, may not realize who they are. Thus, it has been hard for them to celebrate change, to
understand hope, and to know what is their purpose. Preaching can and should be used as a tool to
help congregations remember who they are and why they exist. Often the sermon on Sunday morning
is the only time during the week that a group of people sit down and listen to one person speak
uninterrupted. Those words spoken should be intentional and reflective of who God is calling that
group of people to be.
It is also important to be empathetic to the church’s greater story and to understand the
church’s recent past. Discovering the roots of a church allows the preacher to understand why the
congregation reacts the way they do. Change may be hard, as it was for First Presbyterian Church
Hernando because, previously, change always represented something negative. Therefore, finding
ways to celebrate the history and change of our church allowed for the opportunity to celebrate the
present changes as well. Acknowledging God’s presence with the church then allows the
congregation to appreciate and see God’s presence now.
The universal church has also experienced significant changes in recent years and, as a result,
it can be easy for individual congregations to feel as though they are alone in their identity journey.
Whether losing members, enduring cultural, denominational, or staff changes, congregations can feel
lonely and need to be reminded of God's presence and God's purpose for them. The preacher’s job is
to hold a mirror up to the congregation to remind them who they are, whose people they are, and how
they got to where they are. Celebrating the past, welcoming a church to name their present
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circumstances, and inviting them to excitedly anticipate what God might do next, creates a thread that
connects past, present, and future. This helps the church name and recognize its identity. Often a
church may not know its identity but, through effective sermons, the preacher and the congregation
can discover together what God is calling them to be. The direction of a church can shift at any time
and the church needs leaders to remind them of who they are. The pulpit serves as the most impactful
place for broadcasting these reminders. An identity for a church is not something that can be forced,
but it nevertheless needs to be discovered among and often because of change.
Because the sermon is so important in helping a church discover its identity, sermons need to
be prepared and preached in ways that are intentional. Effective sermon preparation with specific
goals and a specific direction welcomes the listeners into a unified trajectory. Preparing sermons that
connect with one another in advance can both invite the congregation into the world of scripture and
allow them to experience the ways in which the world of scripture connects with today's world. In
experiencing the actions of scripture and the way in which God led our ancestors, congregations may
understand and appreciate God’s purposes for the church today.
In addition, utilizing an already existing purpose/mission statement provides the congregation
a concrete reminder of who they are, especially when it is used in a sermon or sermon series. By
drawing their attention to words that they, the people of that church, wrote reminds the congregation
of where they’ve been, what they’ve written, and the importance of having a purpose. Reiterating
from the pulpit that “You wrote this” helps the members remember the situation that led to its
writing. If the purpose statement has not been updated in some time and is no longer relevant, then
using the pulpit to help the congregation craft a new purpose statement can also be an effective tool in
helping them acknowledge their identity.
I also discovered that taking a deeper dive into well-known historical creeds and confessions
in sermons is another way of helping the church understand its historical identity. By seeing that the
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early church had struggles and challenges assists the congregation in sharing the burdens they may be
walking through in the present. Our church explored the Apostles’ Creed, the Confession of 1967,
and the Belhar Confession in recent sermons and studies and found many connections to the modern
church.
First Presbyterian Church Hernando continues to move forward as a people whose identity is
no longer defined by who they used to be. There is great optimism as we emerge from this pandemic.
New mission opportunities are being adopted, special care is being paid to our most vulnerable
ministries, and financial gifts continue to provide support for new and existing ministries. Our
congregation has begun investing in one another and, in doing so, has developed a culture of opening
themselves to God, to one another, and to whomever comes into the church next.
It is my belief that preaching can be seen as not just a background to the direction in which a
church and its members are already going. My hope is that preaching can be seen as the catalyst for
rediscovering its identity rooted in their faith in God, as well as the rudder that helps steer a
congregation through times of change. By reliving the church’s history through scripture, historical
statements of faith, and a recently written mission/purpose statements, our church can fully discover
their own identity as one firmly rooted in God.
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Learning Covenant for the Preaching Ministry Project
2019-2020

NAME: Robert White

SEMINARY: _McCormick Theological Seminary

ADVISOR: _Lis Valle

GRADUATION YEAR: 2022

CORE COURSE: Preaching as Interpretation
ELECTIVE COURSE: Four Pages and Preaching
( x ) Year One

( ) Year Two

( ) Year Three

1.TITLE: From Survival to Revival: Preaching hope and vision to a changing church
2. STATE YOUR LEARNING GOALS FOR THIS PROJECT YEAR.
a. Goal 1: To establish a culture that enables the congregation to embrace hope rather
than fear.
b. Goal 2: To reflect, in my sermons, an outward vision rather than an inward focus
c. Goal 3: To encourage the congregants to move beyond an inactive faith that expects
others to come to them to an active faith that promotes community outreach.
d. Goal 4: To preach sermons that celebrate the changes our church has gone through.
e. Goal 5: Starting in September, I will preach the Narrative Lectionary as a way of
embracing and leading the changes our church is undertaking
3. STATE THE THEOLOGICAL ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE PREACHING TASK THAT
ESTABLISHES THE FOUNDATION FOR THIS PROJECT. (A 2-3 sentence summary of
your homiletical theology or belief about preaching and ministry that motives you to explore
the stated issue connected with your ministry.)
a. Preaching establishes the culture of a church. Through my preaching, I look to glorify
God, provide hope for the church, and live into the vision of the church. Through this,
I hope to encourage the listeners to take what they’ve heard and apply it to their own
lives and to those around them.
4. DESCRIBE THE PREACHING CONTEXT AND EXPLAIN WHY THE PROJECT IS
IMPORTANT TO YOU AND YOUR CONTEXT.(2-4 Sentences that summarizes the current
contextual realities that have originated or influence the requirements of your project.
a. First Presbyterian Church in Hernando, Mississippi is a church that has experienced
great loss in a short amount of time. In a ten-year span, they lost a lot of members due
to denominational differences, which led to a loss of money. In the same time frame,
their pastor of 25 years moved, the next pastor died, and their Christian education
director retired. This led them to become fearful of what would happen next. This fear
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has had negative reactions in other places. There has been little to no community
outreach. The church is fine with people coming to the building, but the church rarely
leaves the building to go to the people. Financial giving and church participation has
decreased significantly.
I was called to be their pastor 2 years ago and, since then, we have experienced a 20%
increase in membership. However, the community outreach, the giving, and the
participation of members is still low. There is also need to bridge the divide between
the new and remaining members. In response, our church has elected a team of
individuals to help establish a working vision plan for the entire church to invest in.
I believe my preaching project will help the church accept change and begin looking
forward and outward.
5. DESCRIBE HOW YOU AND THE PARISH PROJECT GROUP WILL WORK
TOGETHER IN ACCOMPLISHING THE GOALS LISTED IN THE PLAN? (How you and
the PPG will interact in the implementation of your research to accomplish your project goals
and your expectation of the group’s contribution beyond the stated requirements of the
program.)
a. My PPG is a group of people who cover almost every demographic in my
congregation. Usually when someone has an idea or a complaint, it is one of them who
brings it to my attention. Therefore, I plan to work with them in fielding how they see
a text, how they think the congregation will respond to the message I plan to bring,
and how they responded and how they think the congregation responded. I will then
gauge their opinions on how this helps with the re-visioning of the church.
6. OUTLINE THE CONTENTS OF THE SERMONS (THREE IN YEARS 1 & 2, TWO IN
YEAR 3) THAT WILL INCLUDE LEARNING GAINED IN CORE AND ELECTIVE
COURSES AND FACILITATE THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF YOUR LEARNING
GOALS (Describe the outline of the sermons to be preached that includes the learning from
coursework and the learning goals stated and praxis within the ministry context that will
relate directly to meeting the stated goals.)
a. Sermon 1 (Core): On September 8, 2019, I will be preaching on Jeremiah 18:1-10 and
encouraging the congregation to focus on how the text shows the reformation that God
does in our lives and how that can be a good thing. In our class, we talked about
interpretative shifts from something and going toward something else. For my context,
I will be focusing on the shift from commenting on what the text does toward
preaching that seeks to do what the text does. In this case, I will move from
commenting on the reformation of pottery to living into how that applies to our lives.
b. Sermon 2 (Elective): I was involved in Dr. Paul Scott Wilson’s class, Four Pages and
Preaching. In this class, we were encouraged to name the trouble in the text, the
trouble in the world, grace in the text, and grace in the world. On this day, I hope to
preach from a text (not yet chosen) which will help address a trouble that the
congregation also sees. I want to use this day not only as a way to then not only help
them see the grace, but to see the hope. More specifically, I want them to see how God
can use them to be the hope to help the trouble that we name.
c. Sermon 3 (Integrative): For the third sermon, I hope to work with what I started in
my 2nd sermon about having them see their own role in bringing grace to the world,
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but I want to work some with the incarnational understanding of the first class.
Therefore, I would like to have a church-wide event where we will “live into” the
challenge and charge brought by the text. This will be through an outreach program of
some sort following the service.

7. BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES THAT WILL BE USED
FOR DATA GATHERING AND THESIS DEVELOPMENT. (Identify the two or three
research tools that will be used to gather and interpret the data connected with the project
plan and goals.) I will also be using journals and articles associated with shifting church
dynamics, preaching change in a changing world, and how to find healing among hurting
people. For instance, I am reading the work of Dr. Henk Stoorvogel, from the Netherlands,
who asked if sermons can really change people and their attitudes toward the world.

8. DESCRIBE HOW YOU WILL EVALUATE ACHIEVEMENT OF YOUR LEARNING
GOALS. (Provide specific descriptions of the evaluative instruments that you plan to use in
order to verify your research method and determine the results of your learning and project
goals.) In conversations with the PPG, I will ask them to gauge people’s interest in the
direction that the church is going. In my own research, I will see how many people are
engaged in outreach activities that will follow both my second and third sermon. Lastly, as the
visioning team develops a vision for the church, I will see how much of their work lines up
with the sermons that I preach.

9. AUTHORIZATION OF THE LEARNING COVENANT FOR THE PREACHING
MINISTRY PROJECT
____________________________________________________________
Advisor Signature
Date

____________________________________________________________
Colloquy Professor Signature
Date

____________________________________________________________
Student Signature
Date
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------____________________________________________________________
Parish Project Group Signature
Date
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APPENDIX A
ACTS Doctor of Ministry in Preaching Program
Learning Covenant for the Preaching Ministry Project
2020-2021

NAME: Robert White

SEMINARY: _McCormick_

ADVISOR: ___Lis Valle

__

GRADUATION YEAR: __2022__

CORE COURSE: _____Preaching as Performance
ELECTIVE COURSE: ____Preaching and the Problem of Evil_______
( ) Year One

(x ) Year Two

( ) Year Three

TITLE: Preaching unity and hope to a congregation divided by a pandemic

10. STATE YOUR LEARNING GOALS FOR THIS PROJECT YEAR. (2-4 Specific goals
related to the general issue or concern of ministry that will be addressed in your preaching.)
a. To preach sermons that inspire hope for worried folk during trying times.
b. To use preaching as way of building a bridge between church members who remain at
home and those who are in the sanctuary
11. STATE THE THEOLOGICAL ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE PREACHING TASK THAT
ESTABLISHES THE FOUNDATION FOR THIS PROJECT. (A 2-3 sentence summary of
your homiletical theology or belief about preaching and ministry that motives you to explore
the stated issue connected with your ministry.)
Preaching embodies hope, inspires good news, and shares God’s truth in various situations. I
believe that preaching can bring hope to people in fear and unify a separated congregation.
12. DESCRIBE THE PREACHING CONTEXT AND EXPLAIN WHY THE PROJECT IS
IMPORTANT TO YOU AND YOUR CONTEXT. (2-4 Sentences that summarizes the
current contextual realities that have originated or influence the requirements of your
project.)
a.
Since March, First Presbyterian Church has, like many churches, been removed from its
buildings during this pandemic. During this time, every ministry for the church was adapted to
be offered online. This increased the number of people involved in the ministry of the church.
The church began holding in-person and socially-distanced worship services on July 5. At this
same time, a camera system was installed to provide a better worship service for those who
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watch online. Only 10% of the church membership attended in-person. With the realization
that this will be the reality moving forward, I hope to preach sermons that will unify a church
divided by distance and a digital divide.
13. DESCRIBE HOW YOU AND THE PARISH PROJECT GROUP WILL WORK
TOGETHER IN ACCOMPLISHING THE GOALS LISTED IN THE PLAN? (How you and
the PPG will interact in the implementation of your research to accomplish your project goals
and your expectation of the group’s contribution beyond the stated requirements of the
program.)
a. I am going to ask them to monitor online activity, to provide feedback, to help monitor
any online or in-person questionnaires, and to submit ideas that they may experience
from their various perspectives.
14. OUTLINE THE CONTENTS OF THE SERMONS (THREE IN YEARS 1 & 2, TWO IN
YEAR 3) THAT WILL INCLUDE LEARNING GAINED IN CORE AND ELECTIVE
COURSES AND FACILITATE THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF YOUR LEARNING
GOALS (Describe the outline of the sermons to be preached that includes the learning from
coursework and the learning goals stated and praxis within the ministry context that will
relate directly to meeting the stated goals.)
a. Sermon 1 (Core):
i. Using the creation story in Genesis and Psalm 8 as a backdrop, I will preach a
sermon that invites the church to celebrate the creativity of God and to
acknowledge how the current status of the church is a way in which God is
being creative again.
ii. In order to promote the “unity while divided” theme, I will use stories of
church members who have been creative during this time
1. Permission will be asked
b. Sermon 2 (Elective):
i. Using the story of Jonah as a backdrop, I will preach a sermon that names that
we cannot ignore the work God is calling us to do where and how we are.
ii. I will connect this with the idea of preaching and the problem with evil with
acknowledging inactivity as an evil in itself.
iii. I will connect this with the overall theme of my project by inviting them to
recognize that God uses us in various different places.
iv. In continuing with sharing stories of congregants in order to promote unity, I
will share stories of ways in which God is using people in the congregation to
make a difference in the community
c. Sermon 3:
i. Using the story of John the Baptist in Luke 3:1-22, I will preach a sermon that
focuses on how God uses unexpectant people in unexpectant places to do
unexpected things.
ii. I will encourage the congregation to reform how they think about the way God
uses them and others, especially during the pandemic and then invite them to
share those ideas during the sermon.
15. BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES THAT WILL BE USED
FOR DATA GATHERING AND THESIS DEVELOPMENT. (Identify the two or three
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research tools that will be used to gather and interpret the data connected with the project
plan and goals.)
a. Questionnaires
b. Surveys
c. Journals measuring the online following of the church and viewership of various
sermons/worship services/participation in various activities
i. I will have a church-wide survey that will invite them to share their creative
ideas for the ways in which church can be church.

16. DESCRIBE HOW YOU WILL EVALUATE ACHIEVEMENT OF YOUR LEARNING
GOALS. (Provide specific descriptions of the evaluative instruments that you plan to use in
order to verify your research method and determine the results of your learning and project
goals.)
a. I plan to measure how many people participate in the various activities encouraged in
sermons
b. Online participation in social media, view on Facebook (Facebook and YouTube
determine the average viewer and will let me know if the viewership is up or down)
c. Questionnaires to the congregation
d. Feedback from PPG
e. Additional followers to social media platforms, additional comments from those sites,
as well
17. AUTHORIZATION OF THE LEARNING COVENANT FOR THE PREACHING
MINISTRY PROJECT
____________________________________________________________
Advisor Signature
Date
____________________________________________________________
Colloquy Professor Signature
Date
_Rob White_____________________________________7/16/2020
Student Signature
Date
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------____________________________________________________________
Parish Project Group Signature
Date
18.
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APPENDIX A
ACTS Doctor of Ministry in Preaching Program
Learning Covenant for the Preaching Ministry Project
2021-2022

NAME: Robert White

SEMINARY: _McCormick_

ADVISOR: ___Matthew Sauer

__

GRADUATION YEAR: __2022__

CORE COURSE: _____Preaching as Transformation
ELECTIVE COURSE: ____Celebration Preaching
( ) Year One

() Year Two

( x ) Year Three

TITLE: Preaching Purpose: Using a church purpose statement to encourage personal purpose

19. STATE YOUR LEARNING GOALS FOR THIS PROJECT YEAR. (2-4 Specific goals
related to the general issue or concern of ministry that will be addressed in your preaching.)
a. After preaching a sermon series on the congregational purpose statement, hearers will
be able to identify 5 connections between the words of the statement and the Bible
b. Since the purpose statement is “Guided by the Holy Spirit, we strive to be a beacon of
hope to all creation by witnessing to the reconciling love of God and the transforming
grace of Jesus the Christ, these 5 connections will be:
1. What does it mean to be guided by the Holy Spirit?
2. What does it mean to be a beacon of hope?
3. What does it mean to be a witness?
4. What is the reconciling love of God?
5. What is the transforming grace of Christ?
20. STATE THE THEOLOGICAL ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE PREACHING TASK THAT
ESTABLISHES THE FOUNDATION FOR THIS PROJECT. (A 2-3 sentence summary of
your homiletical theology or belief about preaching and ministry that motives you to explore
the stated issue connected with your ministry.)
Preaching embodies hope, inspires good news, and shares God’s truth in various situations. When
I preach, I seek to connect the listeners and readers back to the original text by helping them
to understand the context, to feel the tension, to acknowledge God’s good news in the text,
and to celebrate what that good news means for them today. My hope is to find ways to invite
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the congregation to understand the well-known purpose statement of the church in a way that
is relatable to them.
21. DESCRIBE THE PREACHING CONTEXT AND EXPLAIN WHY THE PROJECT IS
IMPORTANT TO YOU AND YOUR CONTEXT. (2-4 Sentences that summarizes the
current contextual realities that have originated or influence the requirements of your
project.)
a. First Presbyterian Church of Hernando, MS has gone through a lot of change in the
last decade. From a steady membership decline due to a differences of opinion about
denominational decisions to loss of a long-term pastor to the arrival of a new pastor
and new members to a pandemic; this church is one in search of an identity. Each
week, they confess their purpose before departing worship service. I hope to help them
to understand their identity through the lens of the purpose statement.
22. DESCRIBE HOW YOU AND THE PARISH PROJECT GROUP WILL WORK
TOGETHER IN ACCOMPLISHING THE GOALS LISTED IN THE PLAN? (How you and
the PPG will interact in the implementation of your research to accomplish your project goals
and your expectation of the group’s contribution beyond the stated requirements of the
program.)
a. The purpose statement of First Presbyterian Church is “Guided by the Holy Spirit, we
strive to be a beacon of hope to all creation by witnessing to the reconciling love of
God and the transforming grace of Jesus the Christ.” I will ask the PPG to help me
break this down to create a series of questions to ask the congregation to gauge their
understanding of this statement. I will then ask them to use those parts to create
sermons that use Scriptures, stories, and examples in which that part of the purpose
statement has been lived out and can be lived out.
23. OUTLINE THE CONTENTS OF THE SERMONS (THREE IN YEARS 1 & 2, TWO IN
YEAR 3) THAT WILL INCLUDE LEARNING GAINED IN CORE AND ELECTIVE
COURSES AND FACILITATE THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF YOUR LEARNING
GOALS (Describe the outline of the sermons to be preached that includes the learning from
coursework and the learning goals stated and praxis within the ministry context that will
relate directly to meeting the stated goals.)
a. Sermon 1 (Core): “Guided by the Holy Spirit: Moving Forward”i. I will preach from Luke 4:14-30
1. Jesus is guided by the Holy Spirit into a place that is comfortable to
him but moves beyond comfort.
2. His community thinks they will be comfortable with his words, but they
are moved beyond comfort as well
Given that my project focuses on helping a church find its identity through focusing on the purpose
statement, my Core III sermon will attend to the following marks of social transformation:
1. I will stretch myself to build on this foundational reality:_
a. This church has been guided by the Holy Spirit since its inception
2. My sermon will incorporate this goal:
a. I seek to help them understand that they must continue moving forward rather than
staying in one place.
3. I am working on myself to form/augment this disposition:
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a. I seek to understand how the Spirit is helping me to change my perception about the
identity of this church
4. My sermon will incorporate this practice: I will hold the sermon in the former church building
in the old part of town and remind them that the practices once practiced in that building
(segregation, lack of women leaders, non-openness to LGBTQIA+ individuals) are no longer
part of who they are and how the Spirit has guided them past this and how the Spirit will lead
them forward.
While these marks may not all be overtly present in the sermon itself, in my paper, I will make clear
how each of these four marks was present in my work of preparing and delivering this sermon.
24. Sermon 2 (Elective): “The reconciling love of God”
a. This sermon will celebrate our being reconciled to God allowing us to be reconciled to
one another
b. It will be on a communion Sunday, and I will be quoting the Confession of 1967
which celebrates God’s reconciling love and encourages us to reconcile to one another
c. I will be preaching 2 Corinthians 5:11-20
25. BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES THAT WILL BE USED
FOR DATA GATHERING AND THESIS DEVELOPMENT. (Identify the two or three
research tools that will be used to gather and interpret the data connected with the project
plan and goals.)
a. I plan on sending a questionnaire out prior to the first sermon measuring the
familiarity with the church purpose statement
b. I will send a similar questionnaire out following the end of the preaching project that
measures the effectiveness of my sermons
c. I will use the vision team and the ppg as two separate focus groups
d. I will interview John Wimberly, congregational consultant
26. DESCRIBE HOW YOU WILL EVALUATE ACHIEVEMENT OF YOUR LEARNING
GOALS. (Provide specific descriptions of the evaluative instruments that you plan to use to
verify your research method and determine the results of your learning and project goals.)
a. I will compare those who are familiar with the purpose statement and the parts of it
before and after
b. I will ask the focus groups to help me see the purpose statement as a statement of
personal faith
27. AUTHORIZATION OF THE LEARNING COVENANT FOR THE PREACHING
MINISTRY PROJECT
____________________________________________________________
Advisor Signature
Date
____________________________________________________________
Colloquy Professor Signature
Date
_Rob White_____________________________________7/16/2020
Date
____________________________________________________________
Parish Project Group Signature
Date
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APPENDIX E
ACTS Doctor of Ministry in Preaching
PARISH PROJECT GROUP
FINAL RESPONSE FORM

Preacher's Name: Rob White

Program Year #: 1

1. State the learning goals for this Preaching Ministry Project as the group understands them.
In what way and how appropriately does the group think they apply to the context?
The PPG understands the learning goals to be to encourage hope and outward action through
the lens of the changes that First Presbyterian has gone through over the last several years using
the narrative lectionary. The pastor has been consistent in incorporating these goals both in the
sermons related to the class and otherwise.

2. Evaluate the extent to which your group thinks the preacher achieved each of the Learning
Goals. What process did the group use for the evaluation?
• Goal 1 – 9/10
• Goal 2 – 10/10
• Goal 3 – 8/10
• Goal 4 – 10/10
• Goal 5 – 10/10
The process used for this evaluation is that the PPG helped planned the sermons, listened to the
sermons when delivered, analyzed the sermons against the goals, and sought feedback from the
congregation.
3. Describe any specific changes, positive or negative, the group observed in the preacher’s
knowledge about, skills in, performance or attitude toward preaching.
The PPG is unsure whether this is a change in the pastor or in our own understanding, but we
have a clearer understanding of the process of developing and delivering a sermon. The pastor
was open to suggestions and did a good job of incorporating the PPG’s feedback into the
sermons.

4. Describe (a) the role the group played in the sermon formation process, (b) the methods the
group members used to prepare to actively participate, (c) the procedure the group used to
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view the sermon recording and evaluate the sermon preached and (d) the interaction with
the congregation in the evaluation process. What impact has this experience had on you as
a group? Please consider the question in light of your work with the formation and
experience of the two or three sermons and the discussion of the sermons afterward.
a) The role that the PPG played was as an advisory committee to ensure that the sermons were
consistent with the stated goals.
b) The PPG reviewed the scriptures and drafts of the sermons. We met with the pastor to offer
our feedback and suggestions both before and after sermons were delivered.
c) We made sure to each be present for each of the sermons. We discussed the sermons
amongst each other and with other members of the congregation.
d) A questionnaire was distributed to several members of the congregation to evaluate the
sermon’s effectiveness in delivering the desired message. Multiple informal discussions
were held after sermons with other PPG members and other members of the congregation.
This experience has deepened our understanding of the process of developing and delivering a
sermon.

5. Discuss the strengths of the experience and the challenges the group encountered with the
process over the period. Be as specific as possible about what worked well and what did
not.
The PPG enjoyed meeting together before and after the sermons to offer our input and learn
more about the sermon development process. The exchange of ideas was refreshing and
informative.
We feel that the response forms were often redundant, unclear, and didn’t focus on the actual
content of the sermons.
We appreciated the confidence that the pastor had in us to travel this journey with him.

6. Where do you see room for further growth in the preacher’s preaching ministry in relation
to the stated project?
We as a group feel that Rob’s sermon delivery skills are one of his greatest strengths as a pastor.
We would like to challenge him to be more detailed and specific in his charge to the
congregation.
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APPENDIX E
ACTS Doctor of Ministry in Preaching
PARISH PROJECT GROUP
FINAL RESPONSE FORM

Preacher's Name ___Rob White_______________________Program Year # 2_________

1. State the learning goals for this Preaching Ministry Project as the group understands them. In what way and
how appropriately does the group think they apply to the context?

Our goal was to assist Rob with the creation of inspiring and relevant sermons to be presented to the
congregation. The challenge was to reach those in attendance and those members watching remotely.
Each of these groups were represented in the group. There was always an eye opening exchange of
viewpoints that added to the foundation that Rob presented.
2. Evaluate the extent to which your group thinks the preacher achieved each of the Learning Goals. What
process did the group use for the evaluation?
a. To preach sermons that inspire hope for worried folk during trying times.
b. To use preaching as way of building a bridge between church members who
remain at home and those who are in the sanctuary
Rob fully achieved his stated goals. His sermons, inside and outside the parameters of this class, are always very
inspiring, He has done very well at helping the congregation feel united even though we are physically separated.
The group used observation and discussion.

3. Describe any specific changes, positive or negative, the group observed in the preacher’s knowledge about,
skills in, performance or attitude toward preaching.
As a group, we saw his skills continue to grow towards preaching. There were several occasions when we
were discussing his upcoming sermons that he would say he was putting into practice some of the elements of
preaching he was learning in his classes. He genuinely valued our feedback and help with development of his
sermons. He now holds a bible study each week on Zoom to go over the scripture in his upcoming sermon.
When telling us about this idea as a group, he said it mostly stemmed from this class and hearing our feedback.
He wanted to be able to discuss the scriptures with anyone who wanted to attend the bible study to hear their
thoughts and what they learn from scripture. We could also tell over the course of this class that he became
more engaging during his sermons. He would often use church member's names or ask questions in the sermon
to engage members and make it a personal experience for everyone.
4. Describe (a) the role the group played in the sermon formation process, (b) the methods the group members
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used to prepare to actively participate, (c) the procedure the group used to view the sermon recording and
evaluate the sermon preached and (d) the interaction with the congregation in the evaluation process. What
impact has this experience had on you as a group? Please consider the question in light of your work with the
formation and experience of the two or three sermons and the discussion of the sermons afterward.
The PPG played an influential role in the formation of each of the sermons. Rob began with a loose idea of the
overall message and supporting scripture passages. The PPG read each of the passages and discussed their
relevance to the message as a group. Rob would ask probing questions to generate discussion if the group
seemed stuck, and each member had an opportunity to offer their interpretation. After the group provided our
feedback, Rob would work on the final version, incorporating our suggestions throughout the sermon. The
members of the PPG either attended worship in-person to view the sermon or viewed remotely via live stream.
We also helped gauge the online viewership and reported our findings to Rob. We also had an opportunity to
review a posted recording of the sermon. PPG members discussed the sermon with congregants in attendance
and monitored comments on social media to evaluate the sermon’s impact. Our PPG has gained a much deeper
understanding of the sermon formation process and a greater appreciation for the time and effort necessary to
develop and deliver an effective sermon.

5. Discuss the strengths of the experience and the challenges the group encountered with the process over
the period. Be as specific as possible about what worked well and what did not.
The process enlightened us, both as a group and as separate individuals, regarding the process that preachers
must go through to imagine, draft, edit and re-write a sermon, while connecting that sermon with
the lectionary, current world events, the immediate needs of both the congregation as well as individual
members of that congregation, all the while relating all of those things back to the biblical teachings.
The biggest challenges we have faced as a group have 1) been attempting to keep individuals in the group over
the length of time this process has taken. I believe we have lost a few members of the group over the 18 month
period. Complicating that challenge has been 2) us seeking to maintain communication and meet in person and
by Zoom during this pandemic.

6. Where do you see room for further growth in the preacher’s preaching ministry in relation to the stated project?
Rob is an excellent preacher. His preaching is full of energy and love. He is really good at the technology aspect
of our physically separated congregation. Anyone who wants to be a part of something can be, and Rob can and
will assist them in doing that. Further growth in relation to the stated project? Rob has gone above and beyond
to make sure we feel we have easy access to him, so maybe simply making sure the congregation has an updated
phone list, so they can contact each other.

____Nick Fussell____Chair of the Parish Project Group
March 16, 2021 Date of Meeting ____________________________
Signatures of the PPG Members
Hannah Hill
Katie Chisamore
Carla Samuels
Nick Fussell
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Purpose Statement as Personal Statement of Faith Questionnaire

Jim Franks
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Survey about Church Identity
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What do you think the identity of this church is?
A church that overcomes. We may be on the ropes but we are not out. We are the Rocky Balboa of
small town Mississippi churches. 😀
12/20/2021 6:54 PM

It is rooted and grounded in Hernando. I don't believe it is identified as a county or community
church, but is a Hernando church. Because of that it is difficult to successfully reach out past the city
into other areas.
12/18/2021 2:25 PM
place where all feel welcomed and loved
12/14/2021 8:13 PM
We accept all God’s children and love them as they are. We are very giving and support our
community.
12/14/2021 10:49 AM
I can't comment since I haven't been here that long. The people are close and the sermons are bible
based.
12/14/2021 9:19 AM
A church with a servant's heart. Finding new ways to connect with the community
12/11/2021 11:14 AM
Currently healing and rebuilding.
12/10/2021 10:38 PM

Like all Presbyterian churches, I think people are drawn to it by its organization more so than it's
theology. FPC is also a community-based church with longstanding members. .
12/10/2021 10:13 PM

welcoming environment
12/10/2021 6:35 PM
A group of believers with varied thoughts and convictions who want to spread the love of Christ.
12/10/2021 4:33 PM
A loving and welcoming place for all to come and worship. I hate that some in the community have a
different opinion, but I think the openness of this church is wonderful.
12/9/2021 11:01 AM
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God’s children leaning on Him in faith and doing our best to love each other and the world as never
before because we don’t take as much for granted now.
12/9/2021 9:32 AM
Open doors. Everyone is welcome.
12/9/2021 9:07 AM

A community of Christians who support one another as we reach out to spread God's love.
Presbyterian Women say we strengthen our Christ relationship through prayer and Bible study, and
our entire body does this, offering many avenues for mission.
12/9/2021 8:18 AM
members
12/9/2021 8:13 AM
One that is welcoming and accepting to all
12/9/2021 7:35 AM
View respondent's answers Add tags–
CURRENT

HERNANDO First Presbyterian. Emphasis on the Hernando.
12/9/2021 7:06 AM
An open minded religious, supportive community.
12/8/2021 9:36 PM
Open / Inclusive/ intellectual
12/8/2021 9:12 PM
We are warm & inviting, we are faithful, we try to be pleasing to God, we have struggled with
uncertainty & money issues, but we’re strong. And we’re hopeful that FPC will get thru anything and
will be better than ever.
12/8/2021 8:21 PM
We are an inclusive, accepting church.
12/8/2021 6:49 PM
open to all and serving Christ daily
12/8/2021 5:59 PM
Inclusive
12/8/2021 5:31 PM
A place where all can worship Jesus Christ our Lord and savior.
12/8/2021 4:55 PM
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It identifies who we are.
12/8/2021 4:12 PM
A church that welcomes all and is not about saving souls but making this world a more loving and
peaceful place.
12/8/2021 3:28 PM

A church that recognizes and that welcomes everyone with open arms!
12/8/2021 3:22 PM
Identity is what makes our congregation unique, distinct from all others in our community. It is the
sum of all things the church does, e.g., preaching the good news about Christ, mission work, loving
and caring for one another, etc.
12/8/2021 2:05 PM
Still the members, but the membership is different.
12/8/2021 1:51 PM
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Sermon 1, Year 1, “Formed and Reformed”- Jeremiah 18:1-10
The word that came to Jeremiah from the Lord: 2 “Come, go down to the potter’s house, and there I will let you
hear my words.” 3 So I went down to the potter’s house, and there he was working at his wheel. 4 The vessel he
was making of clay was spoiled in the potter’s hand, and he reworked it into another vessel, as seemed good to
him.
5

Then the word of the Lord came to me: 6 Can I not do with you, O house of Israel, just as this potter has

done? says the Lord. Just like the clay in the potter’s hand, so are you in my hand, O house of Israel. 7 At one
moment I may declare concerning a nation or a kingdom, that I will pluck up and break down and destroy
it, 8 but if that nation, concerning which I have spoken, turns from its evil, I will change my mind about the
disaster that I intended to bring on it. 9 And at another moment I may declare concerning a nation or a kingdom
that I will build and plant it, 10 but if it does evil in my sight, not listening to my voice, then I will change my
mind about the good that I had intended to do to it.

The mood went from heavy to light on that chilly February evening as the hometown fans noticed the big 7’2
Spaniard make his way to the bench.
He sprawled himself on the very last seat and people took notice. He was only wearing warmups, but we knew.
We knew this was the last time we would ever see Marc Gasol wearing the word “Grizzlies” across the front of
his chest.
Marc had grown up in front of most of our eyes, having gone to high school in Memphis while his big brother
was a member of the Grizzlies.
We then saw a shimmer of hope when his brother was traded to the Lakers and Marc was a throw into an
otherwise bad trade.
And year by year, we began to see one of our own grow from a boy into arguably the best center in the game.
He and 3 others ushered in a time in Memphis known as Grit and Grind: a defensive and tough style of play
not seen in the NBA anywhere else. The Grizzlies went to 7 straight play offs. Memphis sports were off to an
all-time high.
But times changed. Players got older and one player was traded
87 and another one. Memphis had its first losing

season in nearly a decade and right in the middle of its second straight losing season, the rumors began to float.
Marc and his best friend, Mike Conley: the last two members of Grit and Grind were on the trading block.
And on that day in February, Twitter lit up letting us know Marc would be a Grizzly no more. We didn’t know
where, but we knew it wasn’t here. And so, we clapped and we cried. Marc sat on the end of the bench, waved
to the crowd and at halftime, got up and left.
And just like that, eyes filled with tears, minds were filled with memories as we all realized that Grit and
Grind: the team we once knew was officially over.
The era as we knew it was not coming back and neither was Marc.
And this was hard because change is hard.
And in today’s Scripture passage, the prophet, Jeremiah gets a front row seat to what change can look like and
to the necessity of change.
The Israelite people had returned only recently from exile where many people are living in a land they hardly
recognize with people they barely knew. Recently, Israel had lost many wars. And along the way, they had
forgotten God was with them. Idolatry had replaced worship. War had replaced love. Their hearts had been
misplaced along with them.
But now they are back where they came from. There is a new reality and a new place of being.
God’s covenant with Israel has not been forgotten and, as they grow, they, too, will change.
They are to remember who God is. They are to remember God has not forgotten them.
And so God has called this young man to be the mouthpiece of change.
This young man, Jeremiah, is given a vision: one in which he stands and watches as a potter throws and tosses,
pinches and thumps, and caresses a piece of pottery to where it looks like it is nearly done: a perfect cup. One
that, in Jeremiah’s eyes, could become a great chalice in a great banquet hall or one upon which royalty may
purse their lips. But with a great punch and thud, the clay is suddenly thrust back into a formless shape. It may
seem lost or ruined. It may seem inept or undesirable, but it needs to change in order for the potter to prepare
for what is next.
God declares to the people of Israel that they, too, are not complete. There is more to come, much much more.
And the thing about change is that the hardest change happens
88 when we think we are already complete.

Certainly, the people of Israel must have thought they were complete in the bounds of Egypt only to be
reshaped into a people of Exodus.
And there, they must have thought this was the ultimate answer only to be reshaped again into people entering
into new land, promised to be filled with milk and honey. This, too, would not last, as Judges and Kings, and
rulers and Civil separation caused them to be shaped and reshaped and reshaped again.
And now, in their current state of confusion and misunderstanding, of misconceived and misunderstood
idolatry, there was certainly an attempt to understand or (at least) force their completion. They certainly hoped
to go back to the way things were or at least discover a new ‘’normal;” only for God to remind them of their
forming and reforming, being reminded that as children of God, God was never done with them.
God reminded them, that in order for them to get to where they needed to be, they had to trust that God was
with them.
But change is hard.
Naming change means we have got to name that what was is no more and what is to come is not yet here, and
it is okay.
In fact, it is more than okay. It is needed.
For the truth is, if we remain in a constant hope of being complete, then we miss the change that is happening.
We might miss what’s happening today because we long for things to be the way they were yesterday. We
might miss today because we can’t wait until tomorrow.
But this is hard because change is hard.
Life produces much change. From aging to moving to saying goodbye and saying hello, change is hard.
From admitting that the good old days are no more to admitting that today isn’t so bad after all, change can be
hard.
And church as we know it is a reminder of this.
The church universal isn’t what it once was.
We can no longer assume our neighbors belong to a church.
The church as we know it is no longer the center of communities.
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Less people go to church than they used to85.
Christianity, as we know it, is declining.
And we have to name this.
Because we must know the church as we once knew it was not the complete picture and the church as we
know it, today, isn’t the complete picture either.
And by naming this….by naming that the church is not what it once was, we can accept what God is going to
do next.
But that is hard, because change is hard.
We like to tell stories of the good old days and hope that those day will come back.
Certainly, we hear that a lot here.
We acknowledge and name that this church has gone through change.
Yes, you at First Presbyterian Church of Hernando, Mississippi are certainly aware that change is hard as
many of you have watched this particular church change and then change again over the years.
From building a new building 20 years ago after being in the same one for over 100 years to changing
demographics in town to denominational shifts, this church has experienced much change.
And it has been in those denominational shifts where change has been seen the most.
For when our denomination voted to become a more diverse place, this church found itself in a crossroads.
Some members agreed on the decision, others did not.
Wherever and whatever was decided in remaining in our denomination would impact the future of this
particular church. In the end our church remained in the Presbyterian Church (USA) and because of that,
people left our church. It hurt the people who left. It hurt the people who stayed. It still hurts to know that the
people who once found themselves at home in these doors no longer do. This church had to come to the reality
that a) it would never be the same and b) that it was not complete in its previous form.
With less members came less financial giving which made this church reform its thinking on what it could and
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could not do.
Change is hard.
A few years later, your long time pastor moved. It broke the hearts of many of you and some of the members
who remained because of a relationship with him left.
Systems that were in place that revolved around the decision making of him as the pastor also fell apart.
Change is hard.
Two interim pastors were hired. One died midway through serving this church and another only had a small
window to serve before you hired me as your pastor.
Along the way, we also have had staff turnover and some other members have departed and passed away.
Change is hard.
Change leads to fear.
Some became afraid and began saying, we will never be the same.
And I will agree with that statement.
We will never be the church we once were.
But hear this: THAT IS OKAY!
Because if we returned to a place where we once were, it means that we saw that place was a place of
completeness.
If we force ourselves to live in the good old days, the good old days become a god into themselves.
But when we acknowledge our place on the potter’s wheel, we can acknowledge our need for forming and
reforming.
This summer, right before trading away Mike Conley, the Memphis Grizzlies won the opportunity to draft 2nd
in this year’s NBA Draft.
On top of that, they received more draft picks and signed several young players.
Now instead of one of the oldest teams in the league, they have one of the youngest.
And although many long for the good old days of Grit and Grind, many experts are saying that this new
Grizzlies may just have a chance to be better than the ones who came before.
Change is hard, but change is necessary.
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Although the team looks completely different, it is still our team. They are still the Memphis Grizzlies.
And although our church has changed, we are still First Presbyterian Church of Hernando, Mississippi
The change this church endured led us to where we are today.
Our church has grown in numbers, in programs, in staff, and in participation.
We’ve gained nearly 60 new members in 2 years and worship attendance has gone up by over 50%.
You may look around and see new faces and hear new voices. Our church is certainly seen as a very
welcoming church in the community. Many who had never stepped foot in this church 3 years ago are now
stalwarts around here. New voices of leadership have been heard. Our new elder class that you will vote on
next week consists of several people who were not members until recent years.
Of the people who have come to our church in recent years, they don’t all belong to the same political party,
have the same background as any others, they don’t all love the same way, and only a few were raised
Presbyterian.
And it is right that we notice this change and we celebrate this change.
And get this, many of our new members and attenders claim it is because of our openness and welcoming
nature that they decided to come. Because we made the decision to stay where we are has become what we are
known for.
What drove others away is a reason others now come.
And because of the growth of the church and the changing dynamics, we are undergoing a new visioning
campaign, which will allow us to adopt a road map of finding a new and unique vision as we move forward.
If you look at the staff we have, although we miss the people who have moved on or retired, we have a very
experienced and very educated staff with a lot of great new ideas.
And along the way, these ideas and this vision may force us to rethink possibilities.
They may ask us to give up things we have always done or thought to be true.
And then once these ideas and these visions are met, they, too, will become old news and the good old days.
Because God will not be and is not done with us yet.
We are still First Presbyterian Church. God is still God.
God is still the same God this church worshipped in 1850 when
92 they opened their doors, the same God from

when the church moved, when the church grew, when the church shrunk, and God will still be God tomorrow,
too.
God was the one molding Israel through every place and God is the one molding us.
And the beautiful thing is God will never be done with us.
My friends, change is hard, but change is necessary in helping people realize and recognize that without
change, we can never move forward.
So my friends, oh children of the children of the house of Israel, climb up on this potter’s wheel with me. Feel
God’s hand pushing and stretching forming and reforming us and count yourself blessed that God’s not done
with us yet.
May God mold each of us in ways we never knew possible.
It’s just that simple and it’s just that hard.-Amen
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Year 1 Sermon 2 “God Will Never Leave Us”-Hosea 11:1-9
When Israel was a child, I loved him,
and out of Egypt I called my son.
2 The more I[a] called them,
the more they went from me;[b]
they kept sacrificing to the Baals,
and offering incense to idols.
3 Yet it was I who taught Ephraim to walk,
I took them up in my[c] arms;
but they did not know that I healed them.
4 I led them with cords of human kindness,
with bands of love.
I was to them like those
who lift infants to their cheeks.[d]
I bent down to them and fed them.
5 They shall return to the land of Egypt,
and Assyria shall be their king,
because they have refused to return to me.
6 The sword rages in their cities,
it consumes their oracle-priests,
and devours because of their schemes.
7 My people are bent on turning away from me.
To the Most High they call,
but he does not raise them up at all.[e]
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8 How can I give you up, Ephraim?
How can I hand you over, O Israel?
How can I make you like Admah?
How can I treat you like Zeboiim?
My heart recoils within me;
my compassion grows warm and tender.
9 I will not execute my fierce anger;
I will not again destroy Ephraim;
for I am God and no mortal,
the Holy One in your midst,
and I will not come in wrath.

So my career began in camp ministry. I did that for 3 years and then was called into the field of youth
ministry for nearly 15 years. I’ve been a parent for almost 9 years and I’ve been a pastor for 8 years.
So I’ve been around a lot of youth and adults. And if there is one lesson that I’ve learned from
watching you all raise children and raising my own is that every milestone in our early years is based
on one thing: independence.
From babies crawling away from their parents to taking first steps by themselves to learning to ride a
bike to going to school to getting to switch classes for the first time to going on a first overnight trip;
childhood is filled with milestones of independence. This is true well into adolescence and early
adulthood as well. Driver’s licenses provide fear to many of us but independence to those who have
them. Certain ages provide independence on another level. 18, 21, 25 all have significant new
opportunities. Graduation means the opportunity to do something new by ourselves. And we parents
just hope we did our best.
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However, there is no mistake that human willingness and angst to be free can lead to slippery slopes,
mistakes, and sometimes lost ways.
In our Scripture lesson this morning, we encounter a people who have gone off track and lost their
way.
At that time, the Israelites were divided into two different countries, the Southern Kingdom is known
as Judah and the Northern Kingdom known as Israel.
The Northern Kingdom, where the prophet Hosea is writing, has wandered. They have not only
learned to walk and toddled away from their heavenly parent, they have taken off running the other
direction. They had allied themselves with the people of Syria and Egypt: two corrupt kingdoms and
have begun to live like them as well. They also have forgotten their God and have begun worshipping
the warrior god, Baal.
Soon they will be under attack from the powerhouse of Assyria who is already beginning to stake a
claim and deport some of the Israelites there.
Along the way, they have abandoned their god. They have sought help from the wrong places and
have turned their back on God.
God speaks through the prophet and laments that they are refusing to return and in doing so will find
their way back to a dark time in their history: namely when the Israelites were in Egypt.
God laments as children have forgotten where they came from. God laments that they haven’t called,
they haven’t visited, and they’ve written him out of the story completely.
Remembering the various names Israel has been called over the years, God expresses love and
memories.
As a parent looking at a photograph, God laments that they have grown away from him. Although
God knew every hair on their head, they had forgotten God.
They are hardly recognizable. War has replaced love. Hurt has replaced truth.
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The people don’t acknowledge God.
They have lost their way.
>>When I was 9, I got lost in a store. I can’t remember if it was Wal-Mart or Kroger, but I
had decided that I was going to go look at the items I wanted to look at and when I looked up,
I was by myself. The movie, Home Alone, had just come out and so I was dreaming up
scenarios about my parents leaving me and going home without me. Suddenly, I was lost, I
was afraid. I had no direction.
You know, in our faith journeys there are times in which we go our own way and become distracted
that we might pretend to be okay. Our schedules may get too busy so we kind of forget about being
faithful churchgoers or we might forget to read the Bible or pray.
But then there are the times that we get so lost that, like the Israelites, we don’t acknowledge God at
all.
There become times where we don’t even remember God or we replace God with the Baals or Egypts
or the Syrians of our lives.
Yes, it is easy to see that the Assyrians of our day are barking at our heels trying to take over, trying
to bring us to a new way of understanding.
Some say history repeats itself, and there are times when I wonder who our Baals are and who is
making us unrecognizable.
When we believe the lie that morality is determined not by our willingness to love our neighbor but to
attack those who don’t agree with us, we begin to lose our way.
We quit seeking God when we believe those who tell us our morality is defined not by who we
worship but by who we vote for.
We begin to worship idols when we social media encourages us to replace healthy dialogue with
shouting into echo chambers.
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We begin to lose sight of God when we think divisiveness is more appropriate than unity.
We find ourselves being deported to foreign places when we only acknowledge God when it is
convenient for us.
We dishonor God when studies show more people have left the faith than having joined the faith
because, as the studies show, people get tired of the church being so divisive.
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This means people can no longer recognize God AMONG (emphasize) God’s people.
It means that God’s people have abandoned God.
We have lost our way.
>>>We had a rule when growing up if you ever get lost in the store go to the front of the store
to meet our parents. That day I got lost, I started heading up to the front, but before I could
even get there, I felt a hand on my shoulder asking me if I was ready to go. My parents had
known where I was the entire time. My parents weren’t looking for me; they had never left
me. They never lost sight of me.
God never lost sight of the Israelites
God never left the Israelites.
God wanted to be with the Israelites.
Like a parent, God told stories of Israel.
Like a parent, God remembered the early moments of Israel.
Like a parent, God looked at Israel with love in God’s eyes.
God remembered their first steps out of Egypt because God had been there.
God remembered their struggles in the Exodus because God had been there.
God acknowledged when they made mistakes.
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God cringed when they said things they shouldn’t.
God was angry when they chose to worship idols.
God was disappointed in their poor decision-making.
But each time, God remembered God’s love for them, because God never left them.
Although they turned their back on God, God never left them.
God didn’t turn to the anger one would expect from a parent, because God is God and not a human.
God loved them enough to remain with them in their darkest times and to lead them through to the
best of times.
God loved them even when mistakes were made.
God loved them even when they worshipped idols.
God loved them when they didn’t love God.
Because God is God and we are not.
God went out of the way to show the Israelites love.
And God will go out of the way to show US love.
>>>When I was 15, I applied to a residential honors high school 3 hours from home without
telling my parents. Well when I got called back from an interview, I had to tell them.
I expected anger or disappointment or sadness that I was considering leaving home so young.
But they drove me to the interview.
They took a tour of the school.
And when I was accepted, they drove me to my first day.
And then almost every Friday for 2 years, they would drive 3 hours to come to pick me up,
drive 3 hours home, and then turn around on Sunday after church and drive me 3 hours back
and then drive 3 hours home.
And now that I look back, I realize just how much this meant they wanted to be with me.
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My friends, God wants to be with us.
God will never leave us.
God will never lose sight of us.
God will go out of the way to show us, love.
Like a parent, God tells stories of us.
Like a parent, God remembered the early moments of our lives
Like a parent, God looks at us with a heart filled with love.
God remembers our first steps in faith and walked with us in our struggles.
Yes, God's love has transcended then and now.
If God’s love can overcome the disappointment shown in Israel, God’s love can and will overcome
anything we throw that way.
God used people like Hosea, prophets, and others to help change lives and God will use us too.
In times of disunity and heartache, God is calling us to be a people of love.
In times of people not recognizing God among the people of the church, God calls us to be the ones
who bring a new message.
In times of bigotry and distrust, God calls us to be the ones of openness.
In times of partisanship, God calls us to be a people of dialogue.
God calls us to be the messengers of peace and gratitude.
And what better time of year to begin that than now?
In this when we are preparing for a season in which we acknowledge gratitude; we are called to turn
our gratitude into generosity.
God is calling us to share in such a way that we become the ones for whom others are grateful.
We, who are preparing for a season of Advent, become a people who represent the new things that
God is doing in and through us.
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My friends, our ability to respond to and to reciprocate God’s love for us begins here and now.
It begins with how we love.
It begins with how we serve.
It begins with the way we show God’s love.
Over the next few weeks, you will have the opportunity to serve others in various ways.
Today we collected a cents-ability offering, which will help feed people all around Mississippi.
This afternoon, our young families will have the chance to pack care packages to show love to those
who might have forgotten they were loved.
In the next few weeks, you can help fill Thanksgiving baskets in order to help bring hope to those
who might be hopeless.
In our community, you can help visit the lonely through becoming one of the first Meals on Wheels
volunteers in that ministry which is brand new.
You will have the opportunity soon to buy gifts for children who wouldn’t get them anywhere else.
In this church, you can become part of various ministry groups or studies.
In your own life, you can find ways to reciprocate God’s love by being a blessing for someone else.
In your faith journey, you can make God a priority.
For, my friends, although there are times we may turn our backs on God, God never forgets us.
May we remind others of that? May we represent that?
From walking to running to being God’s people in all that we do, may we be a church and a people
who are reminded of and are reminders for God’s love: A love that is shown one step at a time?
It’s just that simple and it’s just that hard.
Amen
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Year 1 Sermon 3 Like Nothing We’ve Ever Seen Mark 2:1-17, 21-22
1 When he returned to Capernaum after some days, it was reported that he was at home.2 So many gathered
around that there was no longer room for them, not even in front of the door; and he was speaking the word to
them.3 Then some people came, bringing to him a paralyzed man, carried by four of them.4 And when they
could not bring him to Jesus because of the crowd, they removed the roof above him; and after having dug
through it, they let down the mat on which the paralytic lay.5 When Jesus saw their faith, he said to the
paralytic, "Son, your sins are forgiven."6 Now some of the scribes were sitting there, questioning in their
hearts,7 "Why does this fellow speak in this way? It is blasphemy! Who can forgive sins but God alone?"8 At
once Jesus perceived in his spirit that they were discussing these questions among themselves; and he said to
them, "Why do you raise such questions in your hearts?9 Which is easier, to say to the paralytic, "Your sins
are forgiven,' or to say, "Stand up and take your mat and walk'?10 But so that you may know that the Son of
Man has authority on earth to forgive sins"—he said to the paralytic—11 "I say to you, stand up, take your mat
and go to your home."12 And he stood up, and immediately took the mat and went out before all of them; so
that they were all amazed and glorified God, saying, "We have never seen anything like this!"13 Jesus went
out again beside the sea; the whole crowd gathered around him, and he taught them.14 As he was walking
along, he saw Levi son of Alphaeus sitting at the tax booth, and he said to him, "Follow me." And he got up
and followed him.15 And as he sat at dinner in Levi's house, many tax collectors and sinners were also sitting
with Jesus and his disciples—for there were many who followed him.16 When the scribes of the Pharisees saw
that he was eating with sinners and tax collectors, they said to his disciples, "Why does he eat with tax
collectors and sinners?"17 When Jesus heard this, he said to them, "Those who are well have no need of a
physician, but those who are sick; I have come to call not the righteous but sinners."
21 "No one sews a piece of unshrunk cloth on an old cloak; otherwise, the patch pulls away from it, the new
from the old, and a worse tear is made.22 And no one puts new wine into old wineskins; otherwise, the wine
will burst the skins, and the wine is lost, and so are the skins; but one puts new wine into fresh wineskins."

If you notice, I preach from an iPad.
This is my 3rd iPad not because I don’t take good care of them,
102 but because as time goes on, the programs I use

and the operating system that it takes to run the iPad changes.
Every time it changes, it takes up more room and each time, that is less room that the iPad has for storage.
Eventually, the iPad doesn’t have enough storage for the next update and so there is need for a new iPad.
This is true for a lot of technology.
Technology is great for a year or so and then it upgrades and upgrades and upgrades until what was once great
is now no longer suitable.
Of course, this is true for a lot of things in life.
One thing grows and that which contained it is no longer able to contain it anymore.
One minute our children’s clothes are too big for them and then in no time, they are too big for their clothes.
We buy a new car and a few years later, it is harder to find a technician to support it.
One would think we would be able to prepare for such things, but the truth is, life is like that.
We’ve literally never seen anything like it.
We make room, we grow, we adapt when it happens.

Today, in our gospel lesson, the followers of Jesus are going to be reminded that, like life, a relationship with
Christ invites us to adapt, to make room, and to grow.
In our reading of chapter 1 of Mark, last week, we acknowledged that Jesus wasn’t going to fit the mold that
anyone set.
For a life with Jesus is literally like nothing else anyone has seen before.
Jesus’ way of teaching, of loving, and of leading changed the minds and lives of those who met him.
Last week we read that crowds have begun following him, each seeking to see and hear him.
Today, Jesus has gone to a home and people show up and begin entering this house so much so that there is
this scene of utter claustrophobia.
The way in is too crammed and a group of friends, who love their friend so much to carry him on his mat,
decide to get creative and dig through the roof to lower their friend to Jesus.
Their faith has caused them to stretch their minds and to make room in whatever way possible.
When Jesus sees the man, he acknowledges first the friends103
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healing the man, he forgives the man of his sins. This leads to the doubters and those who were gathered to
speculate the works of Jesus to question his authority to forgive sins. They had no problem with the actions of
healing, but when Jesus starts forgiving, they have a problem.
By this time, they had gotten used to Jesus healing. This had become old hat. It might have bothered them
before, but now, Jesus is doing something new. He is forgiving AND healing.
What people thought of Jesus and what Jesus could do had to grow.
After healing the man, the people comment, “we have never seen anything like this before.”
No truer words are spoken to describe all that Jesus has done, will do, and is doing both in the Gospel and
now.
The work of God is something we have never seen before.
This scared the religious leaders and this sometimes scares us too.
When God uses someone to do something we don’t expect, we, too might be startled.
When God calls us to do something, we don’t expect, we, too might be startled.
When God asks us to make room for or to welcome or to forgive, we might be startled.
When God asks us to carry or support a friend at varying heights, we might be startled.
When God asks us to forgive or offers us forgiveness, we might be startled.
Because God is doing something we have never seen before.
God causes us to expand our horizons of what God is capable of.
From here, Jesus goes and calls a tax collector, a disputed and despised profession. Jesus not only befriends the
man, he makes him a disciple and eats at his house.
Those wise scribes who questioned his teaching in the synagogue last week and his forgiving of a man this
week scoff at his willingness to go and eat in the home of such people as this.
“He eats with sinners? He eats with tax collectors? Who does he think he is?
Who is this Jesus?”
“We’ve never seen anything like this before.”
Jesus overhears them and corrects them. That, if they mean that Jesus must only eat with those who have all
the answers or if they mean that Jesus must only fraternize104
with those who have always followed a specific

way of living, then no Jesus will not fit any thing they have ever seen before.
For, Jesus doesn’t call the ones who know all the answers.
Jesus isn’t going to love only the put together, only the well-versed, or the “well” (to use his words).
Jesus doesn’t stick to the same routine they’ve always known.
Jesus doesn’t rely only on a certain few to do the work of God.
Jesus vision for his followers is going to be different than the vision that they had.
For we’ve never seen anything like this before.
How true this is for us.
Jesus calls us to open our hearts and minds to who can be used and how we can be used.
Jesus calls us to open our eyes to see how WE might be used.
Jesus calls us, again, to make room.
Jesus calls us to change our vision of what God can do and what God is doing.
And then Jesus shares that beautiful imagery of preshrunk cloth on a cloak and new wine in old wineskins.
No one puts new wine into old wineskins. As the juice ages and becomes wine, as it ferments; it needs to
grow, it needs to stretch. The gases need to bubble in new ways and the wineskin stretches and
contracts/stretches and contracts.
It needs more room.
The old wineskin won’t allow room for that to happen.
It needs a new wineskin.
The scribes, the doubters, the scoffers of Jesus had a mind like that old wineskin. Their vision of what God
could do, should do, and what God expected from them wasn’t allowed to grow beyond what they had always
known.
To them, the old wine was fine and this new wine….this new message of God….was being going to be forced
to fit the shape of what they had always known.
But Jesus was doing something new.
Jesus was doing something they had never seen before.
My friends, at First Presbyterian Church of Hernando, Mississippi,
God is doing something we have never
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seen.
This will be the first full year of this church staff being together as there have been additions and subtractions
for the last 3 years.
In this church, we continue to have new members and new visitors. Our worship attendance averages continue
to grow.
Who comes and who participates in the programs and ministries we offer is changing.
We are one of the fastest growing Presbyterian churches in our areas.
We are a church who holds open our doors more and more for people of all walks of life to join us.
There are more children active in worship and various programs.
Half of our session is made up of people who have joined the church in less than 5 years.
And this causes us to change our vision. This causes us to change our perspective of what Jesus is doing and
can do in this church.

In this calendar year, a team that has been meeting and working hard since early last year, will be asking you
to open your eyes as they present a vision plan that will help provide goals and strategies for the next several
years.
Those ideas might seem like nothing we’ve ever done before or even like something we did before that we
don’t think will work 20 years from now.
And it’s okay. It’s more than okay, it’s great.
What God is doing in this church is unlike anything we have ever seen before or will we ever see again.
But if we expect the work of God to fit the wineskins from which our ministries have come before, it won’t
work.
God is doing something new.
God is calling us to carry one another when we need to.
And God is calling each of us to make room for one another.
God is calling us to listen to one another and trust one another.
God is calling us to learn something new.
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God is calling us to try something new.
Hopefully, you feel God calling for you to stretch and grow, too.
Perhaps it’s new prayer habits or a different way of reading Scripture.
Perhaps it’s how you approach your spiritual walk.
And we hope you consider how you serve.
Over the next few weeks, we will be asking each person in this church to consider using our gifts to become a
church of new wineskins.
As you heard, there will be time and talent sheets that will go out.
We purposely separated those from being coupled with our financial pledges this year because we want you to
really consider how you are going to serve.
This year, we are asking each person in this church, adult and children to consider signing up for at least one
ministry area that you agree to participate wholeheartedly in.
We aren’t asking for 10% of the people to do 90% of the work.
We aren’t even asking half of you do to the work.
We want you. We want all of you. We want your voice. We want your service. We want you to try something
new.
If you’ve never participated in this way before, now’s your chance.
Even if you’re the kind who has done everything already and think it is someone else’s turn, we still need you.
If you’ve tried signing up before and it never panned out, I’m sorry but we need you.
If you’ve been working extremely hard in this church and are tired, thank you, I’m sorry, we’ve got help
coming.
If you’re too busy with work, school, sports, or something else, we will work around your schedule.
In other words, we need you.
Yes, even you.
God is moving in this church.
I hope you see that and feel that.
People in this community are noticing and telling me about107
it.

We are unlike any church in this community and that is wonderful.
This community needs this church and this church needs you (especially now, as we will be asked to step up
more in the aftermath of these storms),
Each of us is called by God to be and to do something special.
We are called to be a church of people in which God moves, stretches, and shapes us.
We are called to be a church of new wineskins.
My friends, live as a people who love and serve God in a way where people who encounter us can say, “we’ve
never seen anything like this!”
It’s just that simple and it’s just that hard.
Let us go to God in silent reflection.
Amen
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Year 2 Sermon 1- Creative Creations-Psalm 8

O LORD, our Sovereign,
how majestic is your name in all the earth!
You have set your glory above the heavens.
Out of the mouths of babes and infants
you have founded a bulwark because of your foes,
to silence the enemy and the avenger.
3 When I look at your heavens, the work of your fingers,
the moon and the stars that you have established; 4 what are human beings that you are mindful of
them,
mortals[a] that you care for them?
5 Yet you have made them a little lower than God,[b]
and crowned them with glory and honor.
6 You have given them dominion over the works of your hands;
you have put all things under their feet, 7 all sheep and oxen,
and also the beasts of the field,
8 the birds of the air, and the fish of the sea,
whatever passes along the paths of the seas. 9 O LORD, our Sovereign,
how majestic is your name in all the earth!

In this beautiful song of praise, the lyricist picks up the intricacies of creation, not worried about
what

has been written and simply marvels at the work of God.
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From the smallest intricate details to the grandest works of awe-inspiring marvel; the author
acknowledges God’s creative touches and then shifts to the place of humility acknowledging the
beauty of humanity and acknowledging the wonder that exists within us and around us.
When first hearing this Psalm read out loud, I was physically at a campfire, but emotionally I was
somewhere else. I was a junior in college, spending my summer at a summer camp, having just
realized

the direction I was going in life had suddenly been interrupted.
I felt as though the reality I had known was no more and so there was a darkness and doubt.
I was working at this summer camp, but just going through the motions with little creative spark.
However, there among that campfire, someone read this Psalm at a vespers gathering and something
sparked in me as I began to recognize the darkness as part of God’s creative journey for my life and
felt as though I was given permission from this Psalm to move to a new place of creative purpose.

From that summer, a whole career grew, one I didn’t expect, but one in which I have been invited to
be creative and spontaneous.
In March, a number of us may have felt like we hit a darkness, too.
The script we had always followed was suddenly ripped from our hands and in its place, a blank slate
and a sort of darkness about where to go next.
A pandemic and economic slide ripped church members from pews, ripped families from each
other’s company, ripped folks from jobs, and pulled at the thread of our very humanity.
But God’s people are resilient and creative.

What happened next is still a story being written. World-wide unity was shown as strangers
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serenaded one another from windows and letters were sent from all reaches of the earth to nursing
homes and hospitals.
People took to social media and a new thing called Zoom to discover new ways of communicating
and learning and participating.
Authors and artists and speakers provided a creative spark for many of us.
As a church, we experimented with online worship opportunities and conversations and ways to learn
the Bible in the preacher’s living room with children climbing on me.

And although the uncertainty of the future was and is still uncertain, we as creative creatures created
by a creative creator discovered our own creative sides. Katie Chisamore not only sewed a quilt for
the first time in years, the entire Chisamore family traveled to the far reaches of the Earth without
leaving their living room as they cooked meals from all around the globe.
The Clay family also experimented with new forms of cooking and baking and became amateur bird
watchers.
Ed Hughes discovered a new form of yoga known as hand yoga and even invented a few new poses
that even his teacher had not seen before.
Hannah Hill, like others, has experimented with various ways of baking bread.
Brett and Emily Blair Brown started raising chickens, gardening, and some much needed home
repairs. Brett started brewing his own kombucha and Emily Blair began experimenting with various
essential oils.
Jessica Pounders found that her creativity came in the form of reducing waste, reusing and upcycling
things.
Karen Hill rekindled a love for crocheting.
Phyllis and Ashleigh Hicks were feeling so creative that they build a deck for the preacher and his
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family and encouraged the preacher and family to extend a fence.
Some of the creativity had to do less with doing something new and more about appreciating that
which has been. Elaine Miller has been taking in nature a lot more and Joy Whitehead has had the
opportunity to reflect on the beauty of life and picked up writing a little more.
Yes, sometimes it takes us finding that place of stopping what was in order to discover what can be.
And although it seems as though there are certain parts of life that may have gotten back to where
they

were, there are far more that will need to be reinvented, reconstructed, and reimagined.
This, of course, includes this church.
For much of March and April, I heard, “we can’t wait to be back together.”
As May hit, we realized it would be awhile.
Near the end of the month, it seemed like things would be easing up and we began to see a few
churches open their doors, but quickly shut them due to outbreaks.
Through surveys and studies, we decided to open up in July with some guidelines to follow.
At this point, however, a number of folks have yet to come back to worship for a variety of reasons.

Some do not want to wear masks to worship. Some do not want to come until this virus is under
control. Some have taken a liking to worshipping at home. Regardless, at this time, we are a
congregation with two different campuses.
We have an in-person campus and a virtual campus. We are a church who is reaching more people
than before across various states and even in other countries.
Yet we are a church with a low in-person worshipping community.
It might seem difficult to acknowledge the very fact that it will be a long while before this church is
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what it was before March 15.

We are not the only ones.
A number of churches closed on March 15 and have ceased operations since. A number of pastor
friends of mine are at the brink of losing their jobs.
It seems like we are in a dark place.
Yet, when we are in our darkest places, God’s people become resilient and creative people.
The same people who baked, cooked, created, and tried new things at home are members of this
church.
The same people who loved new neighbors, have adopted new ways of living, and who have
embraced new ways of learning are members of this church.

And God is calling on us, as created creative creatures to be creative once again.
This week, you will have the opportunity to participate in one of those creative endeavors as we will
hold our first Gospel on the Green worship service.
We used to feed you on Wednesday night-but this week you get to bring your picnic.
We used to gather inside for classes-but this time you get to be outside.
And we will worship outdoors as we sing together, fellowship together, and listen as various speakers
each week will tell us about their faith journeys.

Each person will tell about where they’ve been, where they are, and where they hope to go.
In this time, you will hear the creative voices of the people who at one time have sung with you or
prayed with you.
You will learn the stories together.
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We will Facebook live this event and then load it to YouTube later.
And this is just one way we hope to connect and it came from some people sharing an idea with us
about ways we can be creative as a church.
As we as a church move through this pandemic, we can do so as people who feel alone in the dark or
we can do so as a church united by Christ.
Please reach out to me on my cell, on Instagram, on Facebook, or by email and share with me ways in
which God is calling you to be creative and ways in which you think this church can be creative, in
the way we learn, the way we worship, the way we experiment, and the ways in which we experience
God.
We might not have ever gone down this path before, but it’s a lot more fun to make new paths
together than to get lost alone.
My friends, we are a creative creation of the most creative creator in all of creation.
So, I pray that you will seek ways to tap into that creativity and to share with the rest of us.
Let’s be a church who, even if we are never in the same building together again, can still be a creative
church in every other building, in every other space, and in all of creation.
It’s just that simple and it’s just that hard
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Sermon 2 Year 2 “Inaction is Action” Various readings from Jonah
Over the last few weeks, we have heard from various prophets who have been the ones who have brought
God’s message, as hard as it might be, to various different places, various different people, in various different
situations.
Samuel helped warn the Israelites about rushing too quickly to find a king, and then helped them usher in the
boy king, David. Samuel acted when he was called upon.
The prophet Nathan was used by God to speak directly to King David when he took a different route than what
God wanted for him. Nathan acted when he was called upon.
Last week, we heard from the prophet, Elijah, who was called to the king’s court where he delivered
devastating news, called by God to the wilderness, and called to foreign territories to live with and serve a sick
and dying widow and her son. Elijah acted when he was called upon.
However, today, we meet a minor prophet whose story is well known to many of us, but whose paralysis by
over analysis
and stubbornness leads us to question when we, too, are in similar predicaments.
Let us listen from various readers, the story of the prophet Jonah.
1 Now the word of the Lord came to Jonah son of Amittai, saying, 2 “Go at once to Nineveh, that great city,
and cry out against it; for their wickedness has come up before
me.” 3 But Jonah set out to flee to Tarshish from the presence of the Lord. He went down to Joppa and found a
ship going to Tarshish; so he paid his fare and went on board, to go with them to Tarshish, away from the
presence of the Lord.
4 But the Lord hurled a great wind upon the sea, and such a mighty storm came upon the sea that the ship
threatened to break up. 5 Then the mariners were afraid, and each cried to his god. They threw the cargo that
was in the ship into the

sea, to lighten it for them. Jonah, meanwhile, had gone down into the hold of the ship and had lain down, and
was fast asleep. 6 The captain came and said to him, “What are you doing sound asleep? Get up, call on your
god! Perhaps the god will spare us a thought so that we do 115
not perish.”

7 The sailors[a] said to one another, “Come, let us cast lots, so that we may know on whose account this
calamity has come upon us.” So they cast lots, and the lot fell on Jonah. 8 Then they said to him, “Tell us why
this calamity has come upon us. What is your occupation? Where do you come from? What is your country?
And of what people are you?” 9 “I am a Hebrew,” he replied. “I worship the Lord, the God of heaven, who
made the sea and the dry land.” 10 Then the men were even more afraid, and said to him, “What is this that
you have done!” For the men knew that he was fleeing from the presence of the Lord, because he had told
them so.

11 Then they said to him, “What shall we do to you, that the sea may quiet down for us?” For the sea was
growing more and more tempestuous. 12 He said to them, “Pick me up and throw me into the sea; then the sea
will quiet down for you; for I know it is because of me that this great storm has come upon you.” 13
Nevertheless the men rowed hard to bring the ship back to land, but they could not, for the sea grew more and
more stormy against them. 14 Then they cried out to
the Lord, “Please, O Lord, we pray, do not let us perish on account of this man’s life. Do not make us guilty of
innocent blood; for you, O Lord, have done as it pleased you.” 15 So they picked Jonah up and threw him into
the sea; and the sea ceased from its raging. 16 Then the men feared the Lord even more, and they offered a
sacrifice to the Lord and made vows.

17 [b] But the Lord provided a large fish to swallow up Jonah; and Jonah was in the belly of the fish three days
and three nights.
The word of the Lord came to Jonah a second time,
saying, 2 “Get up, go to Nineveh, that great city, and proclaim to it the message that I tell you.” 3 So Jonah set
out and went to Nineveh, according to the word of the Lord. Now Nineveh was an exceedingly large city, a
three days’ walk
across. 4 Jonah began to go into the city, going a day’s walk. And he cried out, “Forty days more, and Nineveh
shall be overthrown!” 5 And the people of Nineveh believed God; they proclaimed a fast, and everyone, great
and small, put on sackcloth.
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6 When the news reached the king of Nineveh, he rose from his throne, removed his robe, covered himself
with sackcloth, and sat in ashes. 7 Then he had a proclamation made in Nineveh: “By the decree of the king
and his nobles:

No human being or animal, no herd or flock, shall taste anything. They shall not feed, nor shall they drink
water. 8 Human beings and animals shall be covered with sackcloth, and they shall cry mightily to God. All
shall turn from their evil ways and from the violence that is in their hands. 9 Who knows? God may relent and
change his mind; he may turn from his fierce anger, so that we do not perish.”
10 When God saw what they did, how they turned from their evil ways, God changed his mind about the
calamity that he had said he would bring upon them; and he did not do it.
But this was very displeasing to Jonah, and he became angry.
Do you want to know what a dream scenario for a minister is?
To wake up one day, hearing what it is God wants us to do and say, and then after preaching that sermon or
doing that

action, to have every single person listen to us, have their lives changed, and be willing to worship God.
I call it a dream scenario because this has never happened. Except that’s exactly how it was going to happen
for Jonah. The word of God came to Jonah, told him where to go, and when he went, he had to preach a
sermon that, in English was 8 words long, and in Hebrew, shorter than that....and when he did it....eventually...
then everyone worshipped God.
Yes, a dream scenario.
Except for Jonah.
Because Jonah heard God say “go”
And Jonah didn’t go.
Jonah heard God say “speak”
And Jonah didn’t speak.
It took a while, but once God got Jonah’s attention, the dream
117scenario worked out.

God told Jonah where to go. Jonah went.
God told Jonah what to say. Jonah spoke.
And the people listened.
The people worshipped God.
But get this, Jonah was angry.
The dream scenario was a nightmare scenario for Jonah. Because of fear? Perhaps.
Because of stubbornness? Perhaps.
Because of the lack of love? Perhaps.
But I think it was also because Jonah wasn’t in charge. Jonah was comfortable the way things had been and
Jonah liked his comfort. Jonah liked the idea of being used by God, to a certain degree.
Jonah certainly preached to those near him about their needing to listen to God. He knew how’d they’d react.
They may shake his hand on the way out the door, may have a few

questions for him in a Bible study. But then they’d have lunch together or dinner together or go their separate
ways and they wouldn’t bother Jonah too much more about what he said or why he said it.
But when God sees that this prophet was one that the Ninevites would listen to, God knew was the one God
needed to use.
In his comfort and in his bubble, God sees a messenger in the rough, one whose 8 words can change the lives
of others.
God sees One whose actions can lead to love.
God sees One whose perspective can lead to worship.
God sees One whose steps can blaze a new path.
If only Jonah could see this.
And we, the readers, await the very next steps.
However, instead of listening, Jonah ignores.
Instead of loving, Jonah hated.
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Instead of blazing a new path to discover what could be come, Jonah retraced his steps and tried to recover
what had always been.
Yes, in his main chance to show God’s love to others, Jonah’s action was inaction.
Excuse after excuse after excuse.
And then Jonah has the gall to get angry when God uses people, changes people’s minds....to get angry when
God loves someone else who Jonah doesn’t agree with.
These things are all easy to sit back and read and laugh as those this is some far off fairy tale, right?
It is easy to read this story and be blinded by a big fish. It is easy to read this story and laugh at Jonah’s
audacity.
Until we look past the fish. Until we look at Jonah not as a bumbling jester of some high holy court...and when
we strip away the story we’ve known since childhood, and ask ourselves, are we laughing at our own stories?
By this I mean, has our inaction become our action?

When God speaks, do we listen?
When God calls us to speak, do we speak or do we choose silence?
When God calls us from our comfort, are we willing to go or do we have paralysis by over analysis?
When God pushes us to love those we don’t think are worth loving, do we still love or do we go the other
way?
When God uses those we didn’t think God would ever use, do we celebrate or do we doubt their voices?
When God causes us to blaze a path forward, do we go or do we backtrack and stick to what we’ve always
known?
My friends, we are in a place and time in our lives where we can no longer ignore God’s call to listen, to love,
to speak, to provide, to blaze, and to follow.
As disease continues to fill our hospitals.
As small businesses continue to close.
As racial divisions continue to fracture across the world. 119

As political disagreements lead to name calling and ignoring of neighbors.
As food pantries and food banks see longer lines than usual. The voice of God and The actions of God’s
people are needed.
But are we going to listen? Are we going to speak? Are we going to act?
This summer I took a class called “preaching and the problem of evil” and we looked at various ways to
address the evils we see in the world. Evil, when defined by many is the absence of the goodness of God and
one could easily read today’s text and say that the evil exists in the Ninevites because of their history with
doing things contrary to Jonah’s understanding of God.
And often, this is how we limit evil, too isn’t it? Those who are outside of our understanding of God’s love.
However, the more I studied today’s text, the more I realized that the one who is doing the most evil...the one
who is

doing things contrary to God’s love...is none other than Jonah, himself.
Because Jonah is literally running away from the will of God. Likewise, when we ignore God’s call on our
lives...when we avoid doing the works God calls us to do...when we choose comfort over truth...when we
choose hatred over love...when we choose silence over speaking up....when we find ourselves judging before
listening....then we, yes....WE..are the ones who are acting contrary to God.
So, my friends, what would it look like if we opened ourselves to be prophets in today’s world where God can
be seen and heard in unexpectant places.
I look at the examples set by the members of this church.
I see our friend Candace Garcia and the other faithful volunteers with Meals on Wheels, willing to go above
and beyond to walk into the homes of strangers, having listened to God’s command to feed their neighbors and
to bring God’s voice as they pray with them.

I hear of the story of our friend, Marian Norwood, who shares her gifts to raise money for those in need and
think of her call to use the gifts God has given her.
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I am reminded of the leadership of Nancy Paulk who continues to spend days preparing for her Sunday school
lesson as she tries to prepare a bit of normalcy for her Sunday School class.
I hear the story of those in our church who continue to work the food pantry even as lines grow longer.
I am reminded of those of you who are taking care of elderly parents or working your schedules around your
kids’ education.
And today, especially today, I am reminded of our veterans who were willing to listen to God’s message to go
into uncertain places to do something more.
I am reminded of these and am encouraged to keep going, myself and I hope you are, too.

We celebrate that God is moving in and through our friends’ and neighbors.
Is it easier to sit in our places of comfort and ignore the voice of God? Perhaps.
Is it easier to stay among those who agree with us and live within our echo chambers? Yes.
Is it easier to label those who live ways we don’t understand or agree as evil or outside the realm of God’s
love? Yes.
But God doesn’t call us to be people of comfort, placidity, or inaction. God calls us to be people who speak,
who listen, who share, and people who go.
In us, my friends, God sees someone who can speak truth...God sees one who can act... God sees one who can
be a life changer.
So my friends, the next time you hear that voice, listen a little closer.
Next time you feel that tug to go, ask where.
Next time you feel that urge to speak, ask how loud.

Next time you feel that push to show God’s love, ask to whom.
And the next time you see God doing something amazing in someone unexpected, give God thanks.
The question is, can we see it in ourselves?
My friends, listen, speak, go, and do. It’s just that simple and it’s just that hard.
Amen
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Year 2 Sermon 3 “Follow First” Luke 5:1-11
5 Once while Jesus[a] was standing beside the lake of Gennesaret, and the crowd was pressing in on
him to hear the word of God, 2 he saw two boats there at the shore of the lake; the fishermen had gone
out of them and were washing their nets. 3 He got into one of the boats, the one belonging to Simon,
and asked him to put out a little way from the shore. Then he sat down and taught the crowds from
the boat. 4 When he had finished speaking, he said to Simon, “Put out into the deep water and let
down your nets for a catch.” 5 Simon answered, “Master, we have worked all night long but have
caught nothing. Yet if you say so, I will let down the nets.” 6 When they had done this, they caught so
many fish that their nets were beginning to break. 7 So they signaled their partners in the other boat to
come and help them. And they came and filled both boats, so that they began to sink. 8 But when
Simon Peter saw it, he fell down at Jesus’ knees, saying, “Go away from me, Lord, for I am a sinful
man!” 9 For he and all who were with him were amazed at the catch of fish that they had taken; 10 and
so also were James and John, sons of Zebedee, who were partners with Simon. Then Jesus said to
Simon, “Do not be afraid; from now on you will be catching people.” 11 When they had brought their
boats to shore, they left everything and followed him.

As I’ve had the opportunity over these last two weeks to take a little time to reflect on my role as a
father, a husband, and a pastor. And these things got me focused a little more on those essential tenets
it takes to be one who is strong in every one of these areas. And I’ve discovered that in order to be a
good support for my spouse and to good leader for my children and this congregation that I’ve got to
focus on doing one thing better and that is following.
And as a stubborn person who is a 7 on the Enneagram scale, this is really hard for me to do.
But the word disciple literally means to follow.
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In fact, it and the word discipline have the same root word and so not only do I….do all of us….need
to be better followers…but we’ve got to be disciplined about it.
And that’s why this Scripture for my first sermon back after some time discovering that I need to
follow more hit me really hard.
Because this call for new disciples for Jesus begins and ends with following.
Imagine this scene for me.
There are numerous fishermen finishing up their night of fishing.
Their boats have been pulled up and the only thing left to do is to wash out that last bit of their nets.
There wasn’t much to clean since they didn’t catch anything.
The sun has just begun to peek its head above the horizon and there walking toward them is a
shadowy figure who seems to have his gaze fixed on them.
They recognize him as the carpenter that others had been talking about, but carpenters don’t spend
much time by the sea.
But before they can begin to question, they look and see that he’s not alone. As the sun begins to
shine its purple hue on the landscape, there behind this carpenter is a group of other people, who
certainly weren’t socially distancing. As the carpenter Jesus walks, they hurry their steps to catch up.
Fishermen are used to being alone. There are a few folks from a few families who usually stick with
one another, fish the same spots, and are done before anybody else ever wakes up. They like their
space and their routine.
But this carpenter, this man named Jesus as they will learn, does the most obnoxious thing. Rather
than pulling the crowd to the side to speak to them. Rather than finding a nearby cypress knee on
which to sit and speak. Rather than going to the drier land nearby.
Rather than doing any of these things, Jesus steps into one of those boats which had just been retired
for the evening. He takes a foot that is certainly covered with mud and steps in a boat that has
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certainly just been cleaned and he uses the most unlikely pulpit: a swaying fishing boat next to
bewildered and annoyed fishermen who like their own space surrounded by non-fishermen who have
no sense of boundaries. And then he sits down.
He sits down. A carpenter sits in a boat that doesn’t belong to him….as to say, “I’m not going
anywhere.”
And he begins to teach.
Well, he must have said something that got to those fisherman because they do something that these
other folks had already begun doing: they followed.
They, whose day was over and whose routine was just interrupted, stop washing their nets…those
same nets that seemed so important just a few moments before…and they follow the man who is
sitting in his own muddy footprint.
This carpenter tells them (essentially), “you know I see you didn’t catch much, so go ahead and push
out into the deeper water.”
Let’s take a minute and dissect this.
Jesus asks these new followers to go do something they’ve always done at a different time on a
different schedule in a different place using different methods.
And get this….they do it! They drop any pre-conceived notions.
They could have easily gone home. They could have easily stayed in the familiar waters. They could
have easily ignored this man and his persistent crowd of followers. They could have ignored what he
said. They could have….but they didn’t.
Instead, they followed Christ.
The first thing they did as disciples was follow.
And they go to these new unfamiliar water and according to the gospel of John they let their nets
down on a different side of the boat.
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And the result was amazing.
They not only caught a lot of fish, these fishermen who were used to specific types of fish caught
different and new types of fish.
They nearly broke their net and almost sunk their boat, so much so that the abundance called for the
whole community of fishermen to help.
Simon, who we will later know as Peter, falls to his knees before this carpenter, recognizing that their
lives had just been changed and pleads for this man to leave him for his was afraid.
But Jesus assures him and all who were listening that when they follow Him there will be a lot of
opportunities like this.
They will be asked to go to unfamiliar places at unfamiliar times to do unfamiliar things with
unfamiliar people and in doing so, God will do spectacular things through them.
And then it says that the disciples dropped everything and followed Jesus.
Remember those nets that seemed so important that they spent so much time mending and cleaning
them? Remember this career that had been obviously passed down through generations? Remember
the familiar schedule they had and the boats that had been parked so carefully at the beginning of this
story?
They leave them all….their jobs, their familiar place….they let the nets sink to the bottom and leave
the boats for whichever pirates wanted to take their shift in the fishing schedule….they leave them all
and follow Jesus.
And sure, there is going to be some pushback. Sure, there is going to be unfamiliarity.
But these disciples push off into the unfamiliar waters of life because they followed Jesus.
In order to be more like Jesus, they must follow first….and so must we.
I think to those nets in our lives, those things that at one time seemed so important but have, in recent
days, been granted less importance.
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I’m speaking of those places and parts of our lives, of work, of raising children, of marriages, of
friendships, and yes of church that at once seemed like they mattered more than they do now.
I think of the strangers and people from various walks of life who make their appearance in our lives
at the times we least expect and least want. I think of the impacts they can have.
I think of those boats in our lives, those parts of ourselves that we might have once been so protective
of….those places in our hearts or homes…those parts of our jobs or the territorial aspects that we
dare not let others into….I think of those and how much---when we follow Christ—they change and
we let our guard down.
I think of those deep waters and the changing of schedules, both of which the fishermen experienced.
I think of those places we have never and never expected to go—where many of us are right now,
during a pandemic in which the times and the places and the methods are unsure. We are in times
where it is easy and right to fear the unknown. We may not know where we are going next, but we
know that when we follow Christ, we can embrace and experience these places and times with a new
understanding.

I think of that other side of the boat and those new fish that John writes about and I think of how each
of us is asked to embrace new people and new ways of living. I think of how each of us is being
asked to learn, pray, worship and embrace differently.

I think about that community of fishermen who helped the others and I think about how much we,
too, need one another to handle the weight of all that is being asked of us these days. I am amazed at
how much love surrounds those in the deepest grief and am reminded that we are not alone in our
following. For the fisherman joined this greater group of folks.
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I think about the charge that Jesus gave that when we follow him, there will be new fish and new
people and new ways of loving and new ways of going.
And then I think of that wonderful show of solidarity at the end of the lesson where those things that
had once been so important seemed so long ago. Where the worries of yesterday are no longer the
worries of today….and I long for those days.
I long for those days where I can see these pews filled, where we can hug and embrace. I long for
those days where we can toss masks aside and follow Jesus in a new way.
But until then, as we wade in these uncertain waters, we follow Jesus.

And that’s why the theme for this year is follow first…because in order to get through these times
together, we must follow Christ. And in order for folks to want to follow First Presbyterian in person
or on social media, they must see something that they want to follow.
So this year, in 2021, we are going to go back to the basics. We are going to follow first.
Each Wednesday, starting this week, we will be studying the Scripture on which I will be preaching
and we will follow where God leads the conversation and then I will follow God’s will for the
sermon. Our session and staff will be listening to each other and to the church and following where
God calls us to go.
And each of us will be called to move from this dark place in our history to where God is calling us to
go. Yes, as we go from this place where the sun is coming up over the horizon, we look for a
carpenter walking toward us in order that we may follow. And from there, we will push out our boats,
let down our nets, and follow the words, the actions, and the love of the one who first called us.
My friends, before we can lead, we must follow first. It’s just that simple and it’s just that hard.
Amen
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Year 3 Sermon 1- Guided by the Spirit: Moving Forward Luke 4:14-30
14-15 Jesus

returned to Galilee powerful in the Spirit. News that he was back spread through the

countryside. He taught in their meeting places to everyone’s acclaim and pleasure.
16-21 He

came to Nazareth where he had been raised. As he always did on the Sabbath, he went to the

meeting place. When he stood up to read, he was handed the scroll of the prophet Isaiah. Unrolling
the scroll, he found the place where it was written,
God’s Spirit is on me;
he’s chosen me to preach the Message of good news to the poor,
Sent me to announce pardon to prisoners and
recovery of sight to the blind,
To set the burdened and battered free,
to announce, “This is God’s time to shine!”
He rolled up the scroll, handed it back to the assistant, and sat down. Every eye in the place was on
him, intent. Then he started in, “You’ve just heard Scripture make history. It came true just now in
this place.”
22 All

who were there, watching and listening, were surprised at how well he spoke. But they also

said, “Isn’t this Joseph’s son, the one we’ve known since he was just a kid?”
23-27 He

answered, “I suppose you’re going to quote the proverb, ‘Doctor, go heal yourself. Do here in

your hometown what we heard you did in Capernaum.’ Well, let me tell you something: No prophet
is ever welcomed in his hometown. Isn’t it a fact that there were many widows in Israel at the time of
Elijah during that three and a half years of drought when famine devastated the land, but the only
widow to whom Elijah was sent was in Sarepta in Sidon? And there were many lepers in Israel at the
time of the prophet Elisha but the only one cleansed was Naaman the Syrian.”
28-30 That

set everyone in the meeting place seething with anger. They threw him out, banishing him
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from the village, then took him to a mountain cliff at the edge of the village to throw him to his
doom, but he slipped through their midst and was on his way.
For the last few months, I have included a saying in the announcements both on Facebook and on the
screen at the other church. Rather than a typical, “welcome to First Presbyterian Church,” if one
looked close enough, they might be able to notice that instead it’s been saying, “welcome home to
First Presbyterian Church.”
For some, this was a nod to the number of you who have begun coming back to in-person worship
after worshipping with us virtually and who hadn’t felt comfortable coming back.
For some of you, this meant welcome to a place among a group of people where you can truly feel
like yourselves….a welcoming and open community.
Others had recently moved and found themselves into our church based on denominational
preference, worship style preference, or because they are related to me.
But today, that little tagline is a little different for other reasons. For when I say, “welcome home to
First Presbyterian Church,” the 4 walls of this old building feel like a place of home for you.
For today, we celebrate this the 170th year of the church. And yes, I know we were founded in 1850,
and last year was essentially the 170th year, but if the Olympics can call this year’s Olympiad the
2020 Olympics, then I can call this our 170th celebration.
And since 1877, this building has stood at this place, on the original piece of land, held together by a
number of the same boards that were used to bring a church home.
And many of you walk in these doors today and you can peek behind the curtain and see some of the
same pews you hid under as a child or think to those days when you dreamed of swinging from the
light fixtures, or perhaps you remember the way that these old windows warmed you during long
church meetings and meaningful worship services. Maybe the echo you hear from the corners of the
room as we sing some of the same hymns they sang in this place over the years help you remember a
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wedding or a funeral or a baptism celebrated in this place.
Yes, for some of you, when I say welcome home, it means something different for this was truly your
other home. Perhaps you’ve not stepped foot in a church since the last time you were in this place. Or
perhaps, like me, this is one of your first times up these steps. Regardless, to all of you, I say
“welcome home.”
And that is why I think it is appropriate that we heard today’s Scripture lesson….the story of Jesus
going home.
To remind you where we are in today's scripture, Jesus has just been guided by the spirit to the
wilderness, render goes a series of difficult tests for 40 days. He is tempted to turned stones into
bread so that he can fulfill the temptations of the flesh, he is tempted to be so prideful that he gains
everything if he follows Satan, and he is tempted to throw himself from a Cliff to see if the angels
will catch him. These tests of pride in a flesh lead Jesus to certainly being weary and tired, hungry
and thirsty, and in need of a place of respite. In other words, Jesus needs to go home. And it says that
Jesus is led by the spirit back home. Now, if you have ever read the purpose statement of this church,
which if you look at the bottom of your bulletin you will see, it states that we as a church are guided
by the spirit. And so, coupling this with our understanding of coming back home perhaps, we too may
look at church or home as a place of comfort. We may correlate this place to a certain time. In our
lives in which things might have seemed easier and more comfortable. Perhaps that is why you came
today, to feel as though you were back in a place in a time in which things were simpler. But as we
will soon see, when we are led by the Holy Spirit, we must realize that we can't go back.
Yes, Jesus goes to his hometown and we soon see that the people there have a different understanding
of who Jesus is then who Jesus knows he is.
I think of the expectations folks must have had about him, especially since I've experienced a few of
my own. My mind races to the committees the church wanted him to serve on and the hopes of him
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taking over the family business. I wonder if those who had watched him grow from afar suddenly
thrust themselves into the limelight to take credit for every good trait. I imagine that when they found
out he was set to preach that day, that folks from all around came out with their notebooks crammed
with lists of things that Jesus can fix.
I can hear them now, "He's helped everyone else; he's saved the best for last." "If he can cure the sick,
certainly he can fix the roads around here." "He's young, the kids will love him, let's offer him the
youth director's job."
But before they could corner him, Jesus stood up in front of that room.
Before they could make up their mind up about him, Jesus stood up in front of that room.
And it all changed.
Jesus simply wants to tell his own story…about how God had called him to take care of the poor, to
go to the neediest of folks ….but when he says this, people start to mumble and spit, what a
disappointment….”this boy’s changed.”
Who does he think he is?
What does he know, his parents weren’t even married when they had him.
I can hear it now, “what does he think he’s too good for us?”
He’s supposed to take care of us! Not those other people.
Jesus’s cheeks are still red from the pinching and his back still bruised from the patting, but they
wasted no time in turning on him.
He doesn’t say what they want him to say.
They don’t like that he acts like he has authority. There is jealousy that this kid from down the road is
trying to teach them how to live when it had been them who raised him.
They wanted Jesus to make them comfortable. They wanted Jesus to be their yes man.
They thought they taught him everything he knew and so he should say things and agree with them
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on all accounts.
But soon Jesus is moving them out of their comfort zone.
And the truth is, Jesus was being forced out of his.
He had been out in the wilderness, he had been temped, he just wants to come home for a place to
rest.
But home was not home anymore.
Jesus’ hometown wanted to tame Jesus. They wanted God’s message to be one they understood and a
story that they could tell.
But do we not do the same?
One of the most uncomfortable realizations for Christians is when we realize God is bigger than our
minds let us believe.
We can let our own minds change about our children or other people, or even ourselves but we don’t
let our own perspectives change to who God is.
We want Jesus or our relationship with Jesus to fit the mold we had 20 years ago or last year or even
last week whereas we are different people who have had different experiences and God is calling us
to the here and now and not the then and when.
Often our minds are made up about who Jesus loved and who Jesus can use.
Yes, we limit our faith because we think we’ve got Jesus figured out.
Friends, if we think we can tame Jesus then it is time to rethink Jesus
If we become closeminded to follow the expectations that others tell us we are supposed to have of
Jesus, then we need to rethink Jesus.
If we as followers of Christ aren’t willing to do things because we’ve never done it this way, then we
need to rethink Jesus.
If we as a people aren’t willing to do things because it didn’t work last time, then we need to rethink
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Jesus.
If we are comfortable talking about Jesus on Sunday but not living like Jesus on Monday, then we
need to rethink Jesus.
If Jesus stays in a little box in our mind only to be let out when it is convenient for us, it is time to
rethink Jesus.
Because Jesus stood up in front of that room and said
I came to preach to those who had always been told no
Not to echo the bigotry of the status quo
Jesus stood up in front of that room and said
I came to free those prisoners locked up for so long
Not to agree with those who think everybody who
thinks differently is wrong
Jesus stood up in front of that room and said
I came to teach you to show more affection
And to expect a little less perfection
Jesus stood up in front of that room and said
It is time to step up and feed those without
Not to grow red in the face and shout
Jesus stood up in front of that room and said if someone is hurting take a stand
Not to confront with weapons in hand
Jesus stood up in front of that room and said.
I love you. I love them. Now you go do the same.
Not to ignore them just because you can’t pronounce their name.
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Yes, it all changed when Jesus stood up in front of that room.
And I stand up in front of this room today, as one who is back home in my hometown who is
welcoming you all to this piece of home to remind us to be led by the holy spirit beyond a place of
comfort.
For we must recognize just how much the spirit has guided us from this place.
This church was founded before the civil war during the height of slavery.
At one time in these walls, segregation was welcomed and encouraged.
Balconies in churches were built for that very reason.
But the Holy Spirit guided this church to not only become an integrated people, but to become one
that welcomed as well.
At one time, a woman’s voice would not have been welcome from the front of this church or among
men.
But the Holy Spirit guided this church to be one of the first in Desoto County to welcome the voice of
women clergy and leaders.
Now we’ve got more women on the session than men.
At one time, a child was to be seen but not heard, but now the Holy Spirit guided this church to elect
a youth elder and to hear the voices of plenty of children.
At one time, this church would not welcome the inclusion of people who didn’t fit the mold of what
society thought love should look like and in fact people who were divorced, part of the LGBTQ+
community, or a single parent had a hard time in various times in history had a hard time finding any
church to accept them as they were.
But the Holy Spirit has guided this church to be a more open and inclusive and welcome to all
regardless of how you love.
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But, the thing is, we can’t get too comfortable. We can’t sit back and pat ourselves on the back.
Because the Holy Spirit isn’t done and is still pushing this church and each of us forward.
The Holy Spirit guided this church out of this space and into a new one at the turn of this last
millennium.
The Holy Spirit guided your long time pastor to a different church and guided me into this church.
And then just last year, the church moved out of the new building for several months as our living
rooms and kitchens and cars became our church home. Some of you worshipped with us live, some of
you worshipped in the afternoon 2 weeks later. Some of you got tired of worshipping online and
didn’t worship with us at all.
The Holy Spirit was still there guiding us as a church and as individuals in these strange confusing
times.
And then the Holy Spirit guided us back into a building that some of us are slowly coming back to.
And if we have learned anything, it’s that we won’t be the same.
The Holy Spirit is still guiding us.
The Holy Spirit is still pushing us to think outside of this box, the box at 1455 McIngvale, and the
box of our minds where we might think we’ve got Jesus all figured out.
Because, right when we think we’ve got Jesus figured out, The Holy Spirit is going to open our eyes
and show us that the Jesus we thought we knew….the Jesus we thought we had tamed… has walked
right through our midst.
So my friends, may the Holy Spirit guide you to open your eyes.
May the Holy Spirit guide you to open your hearts.
May the Holy Spirit guide you to open your doors.
And may the Holy Spirit guide us enough to let us know that the road ahead of us will never be like
the one behind us…..and that’s okay.
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My friends, Welcome Home.
May the Holy Spirit guide you and may the Holy Spirit guide First Presbyterian Church.
It’s just that simple and it’s just that hard.
Amen
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Year 3 Sermon 2 “The Reconciling Love of God”-2 Corinthians 5:10-21
10 For

all of us must appear before the judgment seat of Christ, so that each may receive recompense

for what has been done in the body, whether good or evil.
11 Therefore,

knowing the fear of the Lord, we try to persuade others; but we ourselves are well

known to God, and I hope that we are also well known to your consciences. 12 We are not
commending ourselves to you again, but giving you an opportunity to boast about us, so that you may
be able to answer those who boast in outward appearance and not in the heart. 13 For if we are beside
ourselves, it is for God; if we are in our right mind, it is for you. 14 For the love of Christ urges us on,
because we are convinced that one has died for all; therefore all have died. 15 And he died for all, so
that those who live might live no longer for themselves, but for him who died and was raised for
them.
16 From

now on, therefore, we regard no one from a human point of view;[b] even though we once

knew Christ from a human point of view,[c] we know him no longer in that way. 17 So if anyone is in
Christ, there is a new creation: everything old has passed away; see, everything has become
new! 18 All this is from God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ, and has given us the
ministry of reconciliation; 19 that is, in Christ God was reconciling the world to himself,[d] not
counting their trespasses against them, and entrusting the message of reconciliation to us. 20 So we are
ambassadors for Christ, since God is making his appeal through us; we entreat you on behalf of
Christ, be reconciled to God. 21 For our sake he made him to be sin who knew no sin, so that in him
we might become the righteousness of God.

My friends today we continue through our purpose statement for this church. Each week we gather,
and we proclaim at the end of the worship service what our purpose is after the doors open and we
walk through them. And over the last several months we have walked through those words guided by
the Holy Spirit we strive to be beacons of hope for all137
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to the first thing that we are witnesses to…. God’s reconciling love.
And since we have witnessed God's reconciling love, we are now called to be examples of God's
reconciling love. We who have witnessed are now witnesses. And so, what does it mean when we say
God's reconciling love?
Well, I put that question out to the congregation. What does reconciliation mean? And many of you
responded with things like restoring a relationship or coming back together. Some of you said being
in right relationship with God and with one another. Some of you shared your own personal journeys
into restoring a right relationship. Some of you saw it through the perspective of balancing a
checkbook and making sure that what you have agrees with what you're spending. These definitions
are all powerful especially in consideration to the fact that we as a church at First Presbyterian
Church are trying to be examples of this and are living in a world where it is more difficult to see
these things. In a day and age in which friendships are broken over small disagreements. In a day in
age in which folks under friend one another even after decades long friendships because of political
differences. In a day in age in which people have left the church because they were asked to take into
consideration that care for others during a pandemic. In a day and age in which one is no longer
defined by the things that they have in common but rather by the differences that they have period in
a day and age like this, it is hard to understand what reconciliation can truly look like.

In fact, in our text today, the apostle Paul has been in a bit of a squabble with those at the Church of
Corinth. He had told them that he would return at a different time then he returned. He had told him
that God was leading him this direction. But then God led him in a different direction until he came at
a different time and therefore the people in Corinth have a bit of a different perspective than they did
of him when he wrote the first letter. So, Paul has been seeking reconciliation with these folks. He
has been reminding them that he is but human Anne only able to do the things that he does because of
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God. He is reminding them that God called him in a different direction than perhaps the way they
were going. And so therefore, it is right that when Paul talks about reconciliation in today's text, that
we recognize that there are some differences of opinion between himself and those that are listening
or reading. And so, we can hear Paul’s admission of his own humanity and his following of gods
divinity as we hear this letter read today.

When reading this text, we might see it as bad news that each of us will have to come before God just
the way we are.
And the truth is for all of us is that each one of us has no right to boast about anything that we have
done in this life. No matter if we say the right words no matter if we're nice to everyone we meet no
matter what there is nothing that we do on our own gives us the ability or the right to be in right
standing with God.
Yes, some of us might be able to boldly claim that we have all the answers or raise our hand and say
we’ve been in church every Sunday.
But none of these makes us able to be truly deserving of God’s presence. We each fall short. It’s the
nature of humanity.
The truth is, we, at the end of the day, are a selfish creature and we live in selfish times, especially
when it comes to our opinion of God and one another. People pick sides and claim that if we were not
on one side then we are wrong. People use God and their opinion of God as a weapon against one
another. Christ has become less of a savior for Christians and more of a voting platform.
We as people and we as individuals stray from God because too often God is only that which we use
when it is convenient. Too often, Worship of God is done when it is convenient.
And yes, I admit that it is a lot easier lately to worship online when it is convenient for us on a
Thursday afternoon driving to baseball or soccer practice or while mowing the grass. Sundays are
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about recovering from whatever god we worshipped on Saturday evening.
God has become an afterthought in our giving and in our serving and in our being. And so therefore
how do we at all have the ability or the audacity to come before the Kingdom of God and claim that
we deserve the audience of our savior?

Well, the good news is this, God does not see us through human point of view. Christ gives us a new
beginning. In Christ we are new creations. We have been made right with God because of Christ. It
was nothing we did. It was because of Jesus that we have been set free it is because of Christ that we
can stand before God and God to look at us and only see Christ. We have been reconciled to God
because God reconciled us to God's self. The reconciling love of God is this that no matter how
prepared or unprepared we may be to face God, it is not our actions or inactions or loss of self that
will bring us into right relationship with God. Our hope remains in the person of Christ.
Whenever we eat at this table of grace that we will eat at today, we are reminded that we are a
reconciled people in Christ. But we also must remember that when we say Christ’s body has been
broken, it is up to us to bring that body back together. As we as gods people are called to live above
the expectations of this world. We are to be those who are reconciled with one another first and then
are to be the ones who set the example in this world. When we say that we are witnesses to the
reconciling love of God, it means that we are to be the ones who live that example in this world.

In his famous short story, the capital of the world, Ernest Hemingway shares the story of a father and
son who have been separated because of selfishness and greed. The son, named Paco, has escaped his
father's house in hopes of being set free from the oppression that he feels as though his father has put
on him. But his father, realizes his love for his son is stronger than any hate that has come between
them. And so, he sets out and he puts out an advertisement in the local newspaper with the phrase
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“dear Paco, meet me in front of the Madrid newspaper office tomorrow at noon. All is forgiven I love
you.”
The next day at noon in front of the newspaper office 800 young men by the name of Paco showed up
all seeking forgiveness.
The truth is, perhaps this is a perfect example of how many of us should react when we receive the
invitation from God to find reconciliation. If we were honest, we should be lining up to seek right
relationship with God and one another.
But luckily, God comes to us where we are, even when we don’t RSVP. Because God has reconciled
us to God's self through Jesus Christ, we are to be reconciled with one another. Christ gives us that
example of reconciling love. We should celebrate so much that God has given us reconciliation that
we should have no choice but to go and be reconciled with one another.
(Celebration) God says even when you were lost, I loved you still. God said even when you have
doubts, I love you still. Even when you deny me, Jesus says I love you still. Even when you wrestle
with me as Jacob did, I love you still. Even when you stray like a prodigal son did, I love you still.
Even when you curse your neighbor, I'll love you still. Even when you turn your back on me, I'll love
you still. Even when you replace me with money or some other idol, I’ll love you still.
Even when, even then, even there even here, whatever it might be that you think might separate
yourself from me, God says I will love you still.
We celebrate this day my friends that God loved us in our darkest places and our highest places.
And the way we invite others to celebrate with us is by going and doing likewise. We must be willing
to see through the eyes of God.
When God sees us, God sees Christ.
And when we see others, we must see Christ.
And when others see us, they should be seeing Christ.
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Each week when we proclaim that we witness to the reconciling love of God, We must witness to
God's reconciling love in our neighbor and the stranger and in the person that we ignore. And when
they see us, they must witness to the reconciling love of God because of the things we do.
My friends today should begin a revolution of reconciling love. We should not just say it at the end of
church we should live it when we go into this world. God's reconciling love begins here with you
with me and with all of us. So go and love even when it's hard. it begins with the person in the pew
next to you. It begins with the neighbor down the street. It begins with the person you've been
ignoring. It begins when you are willing to take a few moments and have a cup of coffee with
someone you might have disagreed with.
It begins with celebrating differences instead of being divided by them.
It begins with your willingness to look in the mirror and realize that you are good enough and that
God loves you just the way you are.
And then when you realize that God loves him, her, they are them just the way they are too.
My friends, God’s love reaches us in ways we can never imagine, and so we must be willing to love
in ways that we could never imagine.
And so, no matter who it is that you need to be reconciled with today, may it begin here and now.
Because we have witnessed the reconciling love of God, we are now examples of that reconciling
love. So, let’s start now. Let’s start here.
Let us live as God’s reconciled people in a world in need of reconciliation.
It’s just that simple and it’s just that hard.
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